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October  16,   |979

The  Honourable  Jake  Epp
Minister  of  Indian  Affairs  and

Northern  Development
House.of   Commons
Ottawa/   Ontario

Dear  Mr.   Fpp  and  Mr.   Starb|anket:

Mr.   Noel  Starb|anket
President,  National  Indian
Brotherhood

|02  Bank  Street
Ottawa/   Ontario

I    am   pleased    to    transmit    herewith    the    report    of    the
National    Indian    Socio-Economic    Development   Committee    (NISEac)
entitled  "To  have  what  is  c;ne's  own."     The  title  reminds  us  that
this   was   the   meaning  socrates   gaive   to   the   concept  of   justice.
Itls  s]prbo|ic  of  what  this   report   is  about:      the  right  of  any
people   to  retain   their   cultural   identity  and  shape   the   future
according    to   their   own   values    and    aspirations.        With    this
report,    I   conclude   my   assignment   as   your   Special   Adviser.       Imexit  with  voice".     I  offer  simply  my  observations  and  judgments
on  the  principle  of  justice  as   it  has  been/   is/   and  ought  to  be
practiced  by  the  Canadian  government   in   relating   to   its   Indian
people.

NISEDC  was   created   in   the   autumn  of   |978,   for  a  period  of
three   yearsJ    under   the  _joint   SPOnSOrShiP   Of   the   Department   of
Indian    Affairs     (DIAND)    and    the    National    Indian    Brotherhood
(NIB).       Its   mandate   was   to   review   the   recommendations   of   the
NIB/DIAND  Strategy  report,  assess  existing  governmental  programs
and  structures/   carry  out  special  studies/   and  develop  advice  on
policy  with  respect   to   Indian   socio-economic   development.      ror
reasons   explained   in   the   report/   NISEac  was   unable   to   complete
its  mandate  as  origiJla1|y  contemplated.     The  report  is  therefore
neither  a  prc)c]uct  oE  research  nor  an  c)utcome  of  deliberations  by
the   full   Bc)ard  of   Directors  of  NISEIX:.      Although   its   essential
points   of  _orincip|e   follow  directives  approved  by  the  Board,   I
take  full  responsibility  for  the  report|s  contents.

The   Prologue   and   Epi|ogule   contain   the   seeds   of   the   ideas/
arguments/   and   recommend.ations   that   germi-rlate   in   the   main   body
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of   the   report.      The   thrust   of   our   analysis   Of   the   Problem   iS
suggested  by  the  following  schematic  description:

The  present  expenditures   made   by   the   department  Of   Indian
Affairs   for   Indian   people   can   no   longer   be   justified.      These
expenditures   do   not   result  ,in  an  acceptable   level   or   rate   of
improvement    in   the    social    and   economic    conditions    on   Indian
reserves.     Instead,   we  see  all  the  indicators  Of  individual  and
social   breakdown   in  Indian  communities,   together  with  the  grow-
ing   demoralization    that    comes    with    dependency   on    government
services.       These   expenditures   are   tied   tO   the   Outmoded   role,
structure/   and  function  of  the  Department  prescribed  during  the
days   of   colonization   to   "manage   the   affairs   of   Indians"   in   an
all   pervasive   'way.        This    role   has    not   been   changed    by    the
Government  of  Canada   in  over  a  hundred  years.

Today/    the   authority,    responsibility,    and    resources    for
administering  every   aspect  of   the  lives  of  Indian  people  still
rest   primarily   with   the   Department   of   Indian   Affairs.       This
situation   is   incompatible   with   both   the   aspirations   of   native
people  and  the   tenents  of   self-determination  and  human  rights.
It   also   violates   the   stated   deve|opmenta|   objectives   of   the
Department   and   goes    against    the    grain   of    the    policies    and
priorities  of  the  present  federal  government.

Another  reason  for  the  failure  of  past  efforts   to  produce
improvement   on   Indian   reserves   stems   from   the   role   of   Indian
political  organizations.      Their  exercise  of   constant   and   indi-
scriminate  opposition  to  the  Department  has  stifled,  and  in  some
cases/   has   impeded  absolutely  any  fo]rm  of  genuine   collaboration
between   Indian   people   and   Government   in   policy   making.      DIAND
and  the  NIB  still  represent  the  apparently   irreconcilable   inte-
rests  of   mlndian  versus  Governmentm   control  over  policy  develop-
ment.     This  perception  of  your  roles  has  given  rise  to  years  of
approaching   problems    from   separate-  points   of   view/    a   growing
sense   of   frustration   and   distrust,   and   an   antagonistic   mutual
dependency.      The   result   has   been   disastrous   for   Indian  people
because    neither    of    your    institutions    has    demonstrated    the
commitment  or  the  capacity  to  work  together  to  create  supportive
conditions  for  development  by  Indian  communities.

The    I:-ate    Of    the    joint    NIB/DIAND    Strategy    report    (|976.)
illustrates   the   dilemma   posed   by   the   adversa]ay   "Indian   versus
Government"     relationship.       1  The     NIB     and    DIAND    staff    worked
jointly  to  produce  a  thong.htfu|  and  coherent  statement  of  prin-
ciples   that   should   inspire   the  policy  making  process.      Indeed,
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the   validity   of'  the   earlier   ideas   of   self-determination   and
community-based   development  has   been  confirmed  by  my  own  obser-
vations'      These   concepts   have   been   a   guiding   framework   for.  my
own   recommendations.       It   has   been  most   discouraging   for   me   tO
observe/   however/   that   the  NIB  and   DIANI)  have   not  been  able   to
find  a  way  toimp|ement  their common  goals.      Instead,   there   is
continued    conflict    over    "who"    makes    policy/     "who"    exercises
control/   and   wwho"   allocates  resources.

This   Gordian   knot   must   be   untied   once   and   for   all.       I

gi:etyn_?  tahnadt  rtehseoulrncdeisantboanddesve=cp9iVt::irtheowanutphoOlri;y, froerSP:hne-
of   social  and  economic  conditions  in  their  communi-improvement

ties

I   recommend   that   the   Government   of   Canada/   the  Department
of   Indian   Affairs/    and   the   Indian   bands/    together   with   their
organizations,   accept   in  principle,   and  work  together  to  imple-
ments

a)       Indian    self-government,    which    will    give    bands    the
option   to   exercise   full   powers   to   manage   their   own
affairs/.  and,

b)       Community-based   planning   and   development,    which   will
set  the  conditions  enabling  Indian  communities  to  move
in  the  direction  of  self-reliance  and  to  root  out  the
devastating  effects  of  dependency.

These    two    major    policy    recommendations    are     intimately
linked   because   community-based   development,    in   the   long   termJ
must  be  solidly  rooted  in,  and  supported  by,  the  enabling  legis-
lation   that   is   developed   for   self-government.      Bands  will   need
to    exercise    substantive    governing    powers    in    order    to    re-
structure    programs    and     services     in    accordance    with    their
definition  of  what  constitutes  "deve|opment".

Acceptance   of   these   recommendations   will   require   signifi-
cant   changes    in   the   roles   and   func'tions   of   band   governments,
Indian  organizations/   and  DIAND:

-  Band   governments   must   be   presented   with    the   option   of
becoming   true   governing   bodies   endowed   with   all   powersr
responsibility,    and    resources    necessary   to   manage   .and
control  their  affairs/.
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-  The  Indian  national,  Provincial  and  territorial  OrganiZa-
tions   must   review   the   costs   and   benefits   to   bands   of
continuing     their    present    adversary     relationship     to
Government   in   the   light   Of   the   absolute   necessity   for
Indians   to  find   the   best  Way   tO   assist   in   imP|ementing
self-government  and  community-based  planning,.

-  The   Department   of    Irldian   Affairs   must   change    from   an
administrative   and   control   agency   to   a   supportive   and
resource  providing  agency  for  development.

I   recognize   the   diversity   of   Indian   organizations   across
the    country   with   respect   to   their   performance    and    account-
ability.       Several   regional   associations   are   StruCtured   tO   be
responsive   and   responsible   to   bands,.    these   are   models   to   be
emulated.     Nevertheless/  much  remains  to  be  done  tO  increase  the
capabilities  and  effectiveness  of  all  Indian  organizations.

As    far   as   the   Department   is   concerned,    I   would   suggest
strongly  that  no  amount  of  tinkering  with  the  present  system  of
the  Indian  Program/   and  no  amount  of  re-organization  within  the
present  systemJ   Will  Set   in  motion  the  required  Changes.      Past
DIAND  re-organizations   involving  primarily  a  re-distribution  of
functions/  a  change  of  personnel,  shifts  of  power  relationships/
or  a  combination  of  the  above/   have  not  resulted   in  substantial
improvements    on    reserves.        If    departmental   programs    do    not
produce  improvements  because  they  only  deal  with  the  s]prptoms  of
problems/   then  simple  re-organization  of  programs.and  structures
will  also  only  affect  s]prptoms/   and  therefore  will  have  similar
unacceptable  results.     Another  factor  is  that  people  in  existing
structures   are   habituated   tQ   attitudes   and   Standard   operating
procedures   characteristic   of   the   present    uadministrative   and
control"    system.         The    work    required    to    implement    the    new
policies    of    se|fngove-ment    and    community-based    planning    is
qua|itative|y   so  different   that   it   is  highly  unlikely  that   it
can  be  performed   alongside   current   administrative   responsibil-
ities®

I   am  therefore   recommending   a   new  organization  within   the
Department   whose    sole   mission   would    be    to    implement    the    two
major  policy  changes.     Such  a  new  structure   is  necessary/   in  my
view/. to  give   authoritative   voice  and   tangible  evidence  of   the
Governmental   commitment   to   a llnew   deve|opmenta|. mandate   for   the
Department.

What   I    am   proposing    is"  the   creation   of   an   organization
whose    deve|opmenta|   mandate would   be   similar   to   that   of   the

O
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canadian     International     I)eve|opment     Agency      (CII)A)      and     the
International   Development   Research   Centre    (IDRC).       The    focus
would    be    on    the    development    of    Indian    communities    in    this
country/   rather  than  on  the  countries  of  the  Third  World.     It  is
unfortunate   that   the  deve|opmenta|  knowledge   and  experience   of
these   institutions   has   never  been  tapped   for  possible  applica-
tion  to  the  development  of  Indian  reserves.

The  change  in  the  role  and  Structure  Of  the  Department  will
obviously  not  happen  overnight.     I  suggest  that  the   department,
through   the   change   mechanism  of   the  new  organization,   implement
Indian  selfngOVerrment  and  community-based  Planning  On  a  demon-
stration  basis  over  a  3  -  5  year  period.     This  would  allow  for
systematic   testing   of   key   deve|opmenta|  principles.      It   would
also  permit   Indian   communities/   Indian  organizations,   and  DIAND
to  discover  what  powers/   resources/   structures/   accountabi|ity
mechanisms/    and   evaluation   procedures   are   required   to   achieve
the  communities'   deve|opmenta|  goals.     Simple  so|utions  are  not
readily  available.      In  fact/   we  know  very   little  about  helping
communities  to  help  themselves.

As  knowledge  and  experience  is  acquired  from  the  demonstra-
tion   projects/    it   should   be   possible   for   the   Department   to
decide   on   the   extension   of   the   deve|opmenta|   mandate   to   the
entire   Departmental   operation   over   the   decade   of   the   |980|s.
The   target   should   be   a   measurable   diminution   Of   the   Size   and
functions   of    the   present    Indian   Program   and   a   corresponding
increase  in  deve|opmenta|  activities  by  Indian  bands.

As   far  as   the  absolute   level  and   the   rate  of   increase  of
Departmental  expenditures   is  concerned,   I  believe   that  the  only
way  of  Slowing  down  the  escalating  costs  of  pro-sent  programming
for   Indian  people   is   to   convert   from  a  mode   of   funding   social
costs   to   one   of   investment   in   the   economic   productivity   and
social  well  being  of  Indian  coJununitieS.     As   investments/  public
expenditures  will  have  to  be  justified  in  terms  o£  deve|opmenta|
impact  and  the  ability  to  remove   the  root  causes  of   intolerable
reserve   conditions.      I   cannot  accept   that   there   should   be   any
inherent   conflict    between    this    investment   principle    and   the
requirements  for  social  justice.

Mr.   Minister   and   Mr.   Starb|anket,   you   must  both   recognize
that   your   mutual. commitment    to   the    imp|ementation   of    Iindian
self-governTnerlt  and  COmmunity-based  development  iS   imperative   if
Indian   communities   are   L-Ver   tO   reverse   the   Current   trends   and
the  experience  of  the  past.
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Many  of  our   ideas   are   not  Original.      Former   Ministers   and
former   presidents   of   the   NIB   have   espoused   them   in   speeches,.
jissistant   Deputy   Ministers   of   the   Indian   Program  have   written
them  into  formal  statements  of  objectives/.  and  the  staff  of  both
NIB  and  DIAND  have  repeated  them  irl  policy  Papers  over  the  last
decade_        The   obvious   question   is   why   all   these   Statements   Of
policy  have  had  no  discernab|e  impact  on  the  fundamental  nature
of   the   Indian   Program.       Instead/    they   have   been   consistently
ignored,      deemed.   administrative|y      infeasib|e,      politically
unacceptable/   too  costly/  or  just  impossible  to  accomplish.     You
should    be    prepared    for    such    colrmentS    from    Persons    With    a
personal   stake   in   the   outcome.      Even  \rorse,   Mr.   Minister,   you
may   be   told   by  your   officials   that   my   recommendations   can   be
achieved   within  the  present   system  without  fundamental   ciiFnge.
You  may  be   told   that   the  Present  System   iS   funCtiOning  aS  Well
as  can  be  expected;   and  all   that   is   necessary   is  more  money  to
expand  present  programs.

If  you  accept  these  arguments/  you  will  ensure  that  nothing
will  change.

If  you  accept  ny  recommendations7  your  COmmitment  Will  make
it   necessary   for  you/   Mr.   Minister/   to   set;ure   the   support   of
your   Cabinet   co||eaguesJ    tO   ensure    the   COOPeratiOn   Of   Other
federal   gave-ment   departments   who   will   be    involved,    and   to
facilitate  the  participationl in  Indian  development  of  provincial
governments  within  the ltripaitite  negotiations.

tthatever  steps  you  jointly  decide  to  fo|'|ow  from  this  point
on/   it  is  clear  that  both  constitutional  and  Indian  Act  dj;sous-
sions    are    the   key   on-going   processes  ,for   the   attainment   of
Indian   se|fngovernment   and   community-based   development.      It   is
logical   and   desirable   that   this   report  should  be  discussed  and
reviewed  in  the  context  of  these  processes.

It   is   my   deeply-held   belief,   however/    that   in   the   final
analysis/   the   Indian   bands   must   shape   the   outcome   of   all   the
discussions   on   the   recommendations   of   this   report.      I  strongly
advise     that     a    process     for     obtaining     band     reactions     be
established  within  a  month  after  this  report  is  received  by  all
bands.     The  mechanics  of  such  a  process  are  yours  to  work  out.

The  development  of  Indian  communities  will  be  a  complex  and
evolutionary  process/   spanning   several   decades.      There   is   much
that  the  Government  of  Canada/   the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs/
and   the   Irldian  organizatic)ns   can  do   to   re-shape   their  policies
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and   structures   in  order   to  establish   a   favourable   environment
for  development.     But  only  the  Indian  people  themselves  have  the
ability   to   create   their   future   through   their  own   imagination/
determination/   and  effort.

Our   report   in   its   entirety   does   nothing   more   than   set   a
direction   that   strengthens   and   supports   their  plea   for   social
justice  -  To  have  what  is  onels  own.

Yours  truly,

J.W.   Beaver
President
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A  Fictional  Conversation  between  the
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PROREUE
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Minister:       Mr.   Beaver/   are   the   expenditures   currently   incurred
by  the  Indian  Program  measurably  improving  the  condi-
tions  in  Indian  communities?

Beaver: That  depends  to  some  extent  On  Whom  you  talk  to.     For
example/    government   officials   might   well   point   to
statistics     showing     increasing    numbers    of     Indian
communities   with   wate'r   and   sewage   systems/    improved
housing/     higher    school    enro|ments/     higher    income
levels/   and   the   increased  administration  of  programs
by  bands  as  signs  of  significant  improvement.

On   the   other   hand,    there   is   considerable   evidence
that   most   Indian   communities   continue   to   live   in   a
state  of  underdevelopment  in  relation  to  their physi-
cal/   natural/  or  human  resources.     Moreover/   there  is
no  evidence  of   an  overall   improvement   in  the   condi-
tion  of   Indian  people/   as  ±E£][  might  understand  what
is  meant  by  improvement.

Minister:       That  evidence  do  you  have  to  support  such  an  apparent
Contradiction?

Beaveri Well/   your   own   statistics/   while   indicating   greater
quantities  of  physical  assets  and  available  services/
also   paint  a  picture   of   Indian   communities   increas-
ingly  incapable  of  providing  for  their  own  needs.

For   example/    large   numbers   of    Indians   continue    to
rely  on  social  assistance'.   large  numbers  of  neglecte.d
Indian  children  continue   to   require  care  outside  the
community'.    Indians   continue    to   suffer   unacceptab|y
high  rates  of  injury  and  illness;   the  police/   courts/
and   jails   continue   to  process   very   high   numbers   of
Indian  people.      Alcoholism   and   drugs   remain  a  major
problem   in    many     Indian    communities     contributing
directly  to  all  of  these  difficulties.    The  fact  that
30%  of   all   on-reserve   Indians  migrate   to   the   cities
in  search  of  a  better   life   reflects  the  seriousness
of  reserve  conditions®

Minister:       Certainly/    we   still   have   a   long   way   to   got    and   We
must  be  prepared  to  find  more  money  that  will  enable
us   to  do  more®
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Beaveri That   may   well   be   Part   Of   the   answer,   Mr.   Minister,

but  how  will   the   Department   justify  asking  for  more
money  when   current   expenditure   levels   are   difficult
to  account  for  in  te]ms  of  measurable  improvement?

Minister:       Well/    I   am   not   convinced   that   Current   expenditure
levels  are  not  justifiable.    clearly/  we  are  required
to   account   to   parliament   for   the   manner   in   which
Indian   program   funds   are   used.       You   must   also   be
aware  that  our  expenditure  estimates  are  submitted  to
a  rigorous  analysis  prior   to   their  presentation   to
parliament.    we  have  been  able  to  justify  our  funding
requirements   in   this   fashion   in   the   past,    and   we
should  Ice  able  to  continue  to  do  so  in  the' future.

Beaver: But   in  doing  so/   Mr.   Minister/   you  will   continue   to
ensure  that  the  focus  of  your  Departmentls  activities
and  expenditures  will  remain  on  dealing  with  s]quptoms
rather  than  causes.     The  fact  is  that  Indian  program
funds  are  currently  used  almost  entirely  to  deal  with
the   consequences  of  underdeve|opment  --  the  s]quptoms
of   physical,   social,   cultural,   and   economic   break-
down.   Your   Department.  has   not   been   able   to   start   a
developrental  process  to  deal  with  the  root  causes  of
these  problems.

Minister:      But  I  understand  that  the  major  reason  for  our  lack
of  progress  in  this  area  has  been  the  lack  of  avail-
able  funds  which  has  forced  us  to put  all  our  efforts
into  remedial  programs.      Yet,   I  accept  that  a  major
challenge  facing  this  Department  is  the  necessity  to
expand  programs  in  the  deve|opmenta|  area.

BeaveI: Mr.   Minister/   I  don't  think  your  bepartmentls  idea  of
development   reflects   the   reality   facing  most   Indian
communities  today.     Your  past  attempts  at  development
have  been  based  on  a  Departmental  and  non-Indian  idea
of  what  is  required  for  the  "development  of  Indians".
If  this  practice  continues/   there  is  little  guarantee
that   even    larger   amounts   of   money   will    have    any
greater  impact  on  socio-economic  conditions  than  they
have  had  in  the  past.

Ministers       Can  you  give  me  any  examples  of  this  point? O
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Beaver: Yes.      For  example/   your  economic  development  Program
was   designed   to   give   Indian   businessmen   access   .to
funds   and   managerial   expertise   which-  they   otherwise
could  not  obtain.     Unfortunately/  the  program was  not
designed   to  allow  communities   to  explore  alternative
economic  activities  outside  the  conventional  defini-
tion  of  a  business®

Further/   the  Departmental  social  development  Programs
are   almost   exclusively   remedial.      The   "experts"   de-
livering  these  programs  deal  with  individual  personal
problems   after  they  occur.     Because   of   their  train-
ing/   they  only  see  the  s]quptoms  of  problems/  and  then
they ,try  to  fit  these  into  conventional  and  available
so|utions.     They  do  not  recognize  the  conditions  that
cause  the  problems  in  the  first  place.

Minister:       You  seem  to  be  saying  that  the  Department  is  preoccu-
pied    in    everything    it    does    with    a   predominantly
remedial  approach.

Beaver: Yes/    thatls    right/    although    the   preoccupation    is
understandable.     In  fact/   it  might  even  be  inevitable
considering    the    way    in   which    your    department    is
structured  and  therefore.operates.

As   a  matter  of   fact,   Mr..Minister/   in  spite  of  your
best  intentions/  you  may  well  have  inherited  a  system
which    is    incapable    of    doing    anything    other    than
continuing  to  react  in  a  remedial  fashion.

Minister:       Why  are  we  so  locked   into  this  approach?

Beaver:            Because   s]prptoms   of   problems   cannot   be   ignored   for
political  reasons.     Because  the  growth  of  services  is
seen  to  be  a  progressive  thing  for  government  to  do.
Because   more    consumption   of   goods   and   services    is
generally   regarded   to   be   indicative   of   a   developed
society.      And,   because   you   rely  on  experts  who  deal
with  professiona||yndefined  problems  and  solutions.

Minister:       Your  criticism   implies   that  you  see  changes  required
in  the  way  the  Department  operates?

Beaveri Yes  --  and  very  radical  changes.     Just  tinkering  with
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the  present  system will  be  as  ineffective  as  spending
greater  amounts  of  money  to  do  the  wrong  things  more
efficiently.

Minister..       But  you  have   already   Said   that  We   Canlt   ignore   the
syxptoms  of  problems,   and  yet  we  must  be  rare  deve|-
opmental.     Can  we  not  find  a  way  of  doing  both  in  the
Indian  Program?   ll

BeaveI: There's  no  way  the  existing  System  Can  dO  both.      The
principles/    assumptions,. methods,    and   scope   of   the
two  approaches  are  incoxpatib|e,.  they  just  don't  mix.

Minister:      Well/   are   you   saying   that   these   two   approaches   are
simply   two   different   ways   of   looking   at   the   same
problems?

Beaver: Yes'     1that  is  required  is  a  re.-definition  Of  the  Old
problems   in  a  new  way  that  recognizes  the  difference
between  cause  and  effect.     This  cannot  be  done  by  the
Department.     It  can  only  be  done  by  the  people  living
the    problems.         Therefore/     the    people    should    be
assisted  in  this  process.    The  role  of  the  Department
should   be   to  give   them   the   resoulrces   to  define   and
meet  their  arm  needs.

Minister:       Are   you    suggesting    that   we    have    been    preventing
communities  from  doing  just  that?

Beaver: Of    course.        Under    the   present   system/     if    Indian
people   want   services   from  Government/    they   have   to
define  their  needs  in  relation  to  the  programs  avail-
able   to  meet   them.      This/   in   effect/   predetermines
what   Indian  needs  are/   and  effectively  prevents   the
people  from  helping  themselves.

This/   Mr.   Minister,   is  the  essence  of  paternalism.

It   is   also  the  cause  of  much  of   the  alienation  that
Indian  people   experience   from  Government,   and   their
dislike   of  many  of   the   so-called   Mhe|ping"   services
of   the   bepartment.       Moreover/    you   can   imagine   the
frustration  when  bands   are  granted   the  authority   to
administer  for  their  own  people  the  very  programs  and
services   which   are   not   only   failing   t6   meet   their

a
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needs,    but   a_re   also   preventing   them   from   realizing
this  very  fact.

Minister:       Can   you   give   me   some   examples   of   how   some   Of   these
problems  might  be  redefined?

Beaver:

a

O

Well/    for   example/   rather   than   starting   Out   With   a
question  such  as:    1that  are  the  social  services  needs
of   Indian   communities?      Perhaps   the   questions   that
the    community    should    ask    itself    are:        How    might
arrangements   for  care  be  provided  for  those  who  need
them?     How  might  families  be  strengthened   to  provide
healthy  environments  for  growing  children?

In   the   area   of   education/   for  example/   rather   than
trying   to   find   out  why   the   current  education  system

.is  not  working,  by  the  usual  indicators  such  as  drop-
out   rates/   the   community  might  ask   itself:     What  do
our  people   need   to   know   in   order   to   understand   and
improve   our   situation?      The   answer  might   lead   to   a
better  statement  of   formal   and   informal   educational
requirements.

In  the  economic  development  area,   rather  than  focus-
ing   on   the   number   of   jobs   required   to   employ   the
unemployed,   the  questions  for  the  community  to  answer
might    be:       How   might   members    of    the    community   be
organized.to  produce  the   food,   shelter/   and  clothing
required  by  the  community?    That  ski||s  and  tools  are
available    to    the    community?       Tthat   are    the    local
resources  to  meet  locally-defined  needs  for  goods_ and
services  by  means  of   technologies  appropriate  to  the
cormunity?

lthen  problems  are   redefined   in   these  ,ways/   then   the
outcome  deals  with  the  s]quptoms  and  the  causes  at  the
same  time/   and  does  both  much  more  effectively.      And
this   approach   could   probably   be   imp|emented   at   no
greater  cost  than  what  is  now  being  spent  on  present
Programs.

Minister:       I   am   not   sure   whether   all   of    this    sounds    overly
complex  or  too  deceptively  simple.

Beavers Well/   if   you   want   to   talk   about   complexity/   how   do
you  think  Indian  communities  feel  about  the  bewilder-
ing  arrdy  of  programs,   policies,   regulations,   guide-
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|inesJ     task     forces/     re-Organizations/     fragmented
jurisdictionsJ    special    initiatiVeS/    and    knee-jerk
reactions   that  characterize   the   Indian  Program?     Do
you   have   any    idea,    Mr.    MinisterJ    Of    the   enormous
drain  on  the  human  and  financial  resources  of  Indians
that   is   required   simply   to   deal   with   government?
These  resources  would  otherwise  be  available  to  deal
with  the  problems  of  the  community.

Minister:      Are  communities   really  prepared,   and  capable  enough,
to  rethink  their  situation  in  the  ways  you  suggest?
Especially    in   view   Of   the   depressed   COnditiOnS    iri
which  they  find  themselves?

Beavers Theyl||  need  help  for  sure  --  and  this  is  where  your
bepartmentls  stated  objective  of   assisting  and   sup-
porting   Indian  people   to  do  things  ±Es±E  Way  Can  be
put  to  work.            ll

Minister:      Yes,   I   understand   that   to  be  a  major  policy  of   the
Department/  but  I  guess-you're  telling  me  that  it  has
not  been  imp|emented.

Efeaver: Unfortunately/   that's  true.     The  Department  does  not
seem   to   know   how/   or   seems   reluctant,    to   make   the
necessary  changes  to  carry  out  this  policy.

ll.

Minister:       You  nentioned  before  that  you  feel  the  Department  is
incapable,  under  its  present  structureJ  Of  making  the
necessary   changes.       Is  it   a   matter   of   the   people
working   in   the    Department   and   their   attitudes   or
prejudices?

HeaveI: No/   I  donlt   think   so.      Attitudes   are   important   but
the  major  problem  is  the  system  itself.which  eventu-
ally  destroys   the   effectiveness   of   the   best  people
that you  attract  to  it.

Minister:       Well/  what  is  wrollg  With  the  SySten?

Beaver: A   number   of   thirigs.       Most   importantly,    the   system
does  not  know  how,to  help  people  help  themselves.

a
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Secondly/   it  is   not  structured  in  a  way  that  either
enables  it  to  take  risks/  or  allows  Indians  to  learn
from  their  experience.

Thirdly/   it  is  preoccupied  with  accounting  for public
expenditures  to  the  Treasury  Board  in  terms  that  have
very  little  to  do with  the  real  results  obtained  from
those  expenditures.

Fourthly,    it   is   stuck   with   a   management   structure
that    was    designed    to    support    entirely    different
objectives.

And,   finally/   it  does  not  have  any  memory  bank  which
enables   it   to   learn   from  experience/   or  to  predict
the  impacts  of  its  decisions  and  policies.

Ministers       Do  you   have   any   thoughts   on  how  we   might   set   about
changing  this?

Beaver: Yes,  Mr.  Minister.     Itls  clear  to  me  that  the  Depart-
ment   must   become    a    deve|opmenta|    agency.        Indian
Affairs  has  to  change  from  controlling   the   lives  of
Indian    people    to    assisting    and    advising    Indian
governments   and   providing   them   with    resources    for
deve|opment.

In   essence/   the   department   must   learn   how   to   help
Indian  people  help  themselves.

The  magnitude  of  the  change  that  will  be  required  in
the  Departmentls  structure  and  operations  will  pose  a
great  challenge  if  the  Government  of   Canada  accepts/
in    principle/     my    recommendation    that    authority,
responsibility/   and   resources   must   be   invested   with
Indian  band  governments.     Indian-prescribed  so|utions
to  on-reserve  problems   are   the   only  way   to   achieve
any  significant  measures  of  improvement  in  the  condi-
tion  of  Indian  people.

Ilve   put   my   thoughts   on   paper   in   the   report   which
follows.     I  hope  the  bands  will  also  read  the  report
and  find  it  of  va|ue®
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BAGKGROUND

i.     The  Origins _of  the  National  Indian  Socio-Economic  Development

COrmittee   (NISEDC)

O

a

The  publication  of  the  |969  White  Paper  on  India.n  Affairs  and

the   |97O  report  of   the  Senate  Committee  on  Poverty  ushered   in  a

new   stage    in   the   debate   on   the   Governmentls   policies    towards

Indians   and,   specifically/   on   the  Proper  role  Of   the  Department

of    Indian   Affairs    and    Northern    Development    (DIAND).         In    the

formal  response  called  The  Red  Paper/   the  increasingly  articulate

Indian  leadership  widely  rejected  the  assumptions  and  policies  of

the   white   Paper   as   a   continuation   of   the   his.torica|   lro|icy   of
assimilation/   a  policy  which  in  their  view/   had  been  shown  to  be

\

bankrupt.

After  several  years  of  heated  debate/   an  attempt  was  made  to

develop   a   new   approach   which   would   be   acceptable   to   both   the

Indians  and  the  Government.     The  Socio-Economic  Development  Stra-

tegy   Work   Force/    a   joint   working   group   sponsored   by   both   DIAND

and   the   National   Indian   Brotherhood    (NIB),   was   established.    In

May   |976,    this   group   presented   to   the   Joint   NIB/DIAND   Steering

Committee  a  document  entitled  The  Strate for  the  Socio-Economic

Deve|o ment   of   the   Indian   Peo The   Strategy  was   thoroughly

discussed  and  subsequently  published  by  the  NIB.*

*  Another  document  called  A  S
opment  of Indian  Pea

the  Socio-Economic  Bevel-
|e  -  National  Report,   was  also  published  by

the   NIB   |n   October   of   |977.       This   report   was   a   compilation-of
studies   and   responses   from  member  associations  of   the   NIB.       Fc)r
pur.poses    of    clarity,    we    refer    in    the   prescmt   report   to   The
Strategy  paper  of  |976.
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It  was   in   response   tO   the   Stream  Of   ideas   and   COnCePtS   in

=±s_tr-a±ex,  many  of  which  were  accepted  as  valid  and  construc-
tive   by   individuals  within  the  Department,,  that  the  Minister  of
Indiah  Affairs  and  the  President  of  the  National   Indian  Brother-

hood   approached   Mr.   J.W.   Beaver   to   enquire   whether/   on   leaving

the  business  lror|d,   he  \rou|d  be  interested  in  acting  aS   apeCia|

Adviser   to   undertake   a   broad,   inndePth   review  Of   Indian  socio-

economic  development/  with  al view  to  recommending  specific  policy

changes  and  program  innovations  in  this  field.     This  resulted  in
Mr..  Beaverls   appointment   in. April   |978   as   a   apecia|   Adviser   to

the   Minister  and,  the   President   of   the  National   Indian  Brother-
hood,   and   the  subsequent  creation   in  late   |978   of   the   National
Indian  Socio-Economic  Development  Committee   (NISEac).     The  Commit-

tee   was   established   as   an  lindependent   body   with   a   mandate   to

review    the    recommendations    of    The    Strategy/    assess    existing

governmental   programs/    carry   out.  special   studies/    and   develop
both  advice  on  departmental  policy  in  socioi2COnOmiC  development

and  approaches  to  the  ixp|ementation  of  new  strategies.

O
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2.       The  ADOrOaCh  Of  NISEDC  to  Socio-Economic  Development

a

A   preliminary    review   was    initiated,    involving    extensive

consultations  with  Indian  Bands,  their  territorial  organizations,
and   governmental   officials/   and   the   study   of   large   numbers   of

documents   including   The   Strategy.      As   a   result  of   this   review/

NISEDC  proposed  an  approach  to  socioceconomic  development  consis-

tent  with  the  expressed  objective  of  DIAND  and  with  the  philoso-

phy  of   development   contained   in   the   NIB/DIAND   Strategy.       These

primary   sources   of   consideration   for  NISEacls  own  work  ire   cap-
tured  in  the  following  excerpts  from   (a)   DIAND's  Program  Forecast

and   (b)  The  Strategy,   respectively..

(a)     The  explicit  objective  of   the   Department  of   Indian  Affairs
and  Northern  Development  is:

"In   keeping   with    the   principles   of    self-
development,  access  of  opportunity,  responsi-
bility  and   joint  participation  within   Cana-
dian   society/   to   assist   and   support  Indians
and  Inuit  in  achieving,their  cultural/  social
and   economic   needs   and   aspirations/    and   to
ensure     that     Canada 's     constitutional     and
statutory   obligations   and   responsibility   to
the  Indian  and  Inuit  people  are  fulfilled."

(b)     The   objective   of   the   NIB/DIAND   Strategy   for   socio-economic
development    is    stated    as    self-determination    for    Indian

people   to  enable  them  to  determine   the   conditions  of   their
lives.      The   strategy   for  achieving   these  goals   consists  of
four  interrelated  e|ements=
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"A  sustained  effort  by  Indian  people  to  renew
and  strengthen  their  culture  and  unique  iden-
tity  through  the  vehicle  of  self-government.

A    deliberate    Shift    in    emphasis    for    most
programs   from  concern  with  the   individual  to
concern  for  the  community.

A   deliberate   effort   through   PrOgramming   tO
establish    for   communities    a    socio.-economic
development  base  that  brings  opportunities  to
people  rather  than  using  the  people  to  serve
outside  interests.

A  sustained  joint  effort  by  the  Indian people
and   Government/   for  not   less   than   ten  years
and  by  mutual  agreement  for  twenty  yearsJ   tO
achieve   the   objectives   that  will  be   identi-
fied  by  communities  within  the  broad  goals."

From  the  above  excerpts/   and  from  the  many  voices  of   Indian

leaders  across  Canada/   it  follows  that  any  deve|opmenta|  strategy
which  is  not  solidly  grounded  in  the  aspirations  and  efforts  of
the  Indian  community  is  bound  to  fail.     The  desirable  and  effec-

tive  alternative  to  the  existing  "top-down"  and  nonndeve|opmenta|

programming   a-imed   by   DIAND  at   Indian  people/   is   the   "bottom-up"

strategy   based  on   the   community   which  plans   and   imp|em,ents   its

own  political/   social/   and  economic  future.     To  this  end,   NISEIX:

folrmulated  an  approach  which  would:

(a)     require  Indians  to  articulate  and  systematize
their  social  and  economic  plans/.  and

(b)     require   DIAND,    other   federal   and   provincial

government  agencies/  and  organizations  in  the
private   sector   to   respond  positively   to  all
such  Indian  initiativesJ   in  Order  tO:

1-
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(c)     bring     about     those     progressive     community/

government/   legislative   and  economic   changes
which   will   enable   Indians   to  mobilize   their

human  and  material  resources  and  re-establish

their  social  and  economic  self-re|iance®

|4.

In  its  Work.Plan/   issued  on  March   20,   |979,   NISEDC  proposed

to   conduct   an   in-depth   examination   of   all   of   the   changes   and

additions    to   policies/    programs    and    institutional    structures
which   wc)u|d   be   necessary   in   order   to   take   this   new   direction.

The  methodology  included   both  applied  research,   to   increase   the
base- of  policy-relevant  knowledge/  and  demonstration  projects/   to
test  principles  and  implementation  processes  for  their  effective-
ness  in  significantly  improving  conditions  on  Indian  reserves.
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3.       Histo of  NISEac

3. i.   £brono|Ogy _ap_a  _Ou_tp!±±

April  i,   l978       -  Date  of  appointment  Of.Mr.   Jack  Beaver  as
special  Adviser

sept.   l3,  |978    -  Order-in-Council  approved

sept.   20,   l978    -  Contribution  Agreement  approved

sept.   27,   l978    -  Incorporation  of  NISEDC  completed

oct'   |o,   |978      -  Date   of   first   cheque   received   by   NISEac
for  first quarter  funding

Dec'   5,   |978         -First    meeting    Of     the    NISEDC    Board    of
Directors

Marl   |2-|3,   '79  -  Resolu'tion   by    the   NIB   Executive   Council
demanding  the  liquidation  of  NISEDC

Mar.   20,   |979  -      Final  draft  of  NISEac  Work  Plan  completed

May  3,   |979          -  Ietter  from  Noel  Starb|anket/   President  of
NIB  to  Mr.   Beaver,   requesting  the  resigna-
tion  of  Mr.   Beaver  and  the  dissolution  of
NISEDC  as  'a  corporate  body.

The  above   is  self-explanatory/   notably  in  the  time  lapse  of
nearly   6i  months   between appointment  of   the   Special  Adviser

and   the   issuance   by   DIAND  of   the   funds   to   begin   NISEDCIs   work.

It  is  worth  mentioning  that  in  the  second  half  of  |978  Mr.   Beaver

had  over  |40  meetings  with  persons  and  organizations   involved   in
socio-economic  development/   73   of   which  were   with   Indian  people

and    their   organizations.        This    extensive    consultation   across
Canada  persuaded  Mr.   Beaver  that  there  was   indeed  a  consensus  on

the   strategy  of   community-based   development  on  the  part  of  both
Indian  groups  and  many  individuals  with  DIAND.     These  discussions

demonstrated  the  legitimacy  of  the  approach  adopted  by  NISEDC  and

written  into  the  work  plant a
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Although   the   entire   staff   of   NISEDC   consisted   of   not  more

than  three  persons  at  any  one  point  in  time/   NISEDC  submits  this

report  for  the  consideration  of  Indian  Bands/   the  NIB,   and  DIAND.

The  following  more   detailed   and   supporting   studies/   prepared  or

commissioned  by  NISEac/   are  also  available:

(a)     The  NISEDC  Work  Plan  -  a  comprehensive  state-

ment   of   research   objectives   in   the   area   of
socio-economic  development,.

(b)    An   Analysis   of   the   Flow-of-Funds   to   Indian
People  -  a  study  which  documents  in  computer-

ized  detail,  how  much  money  is  distributed  by

specific   categories   of   federal   expenditure
for  the  fiscal  year  |978-|979,.

(a)     Indian   Band   Government   -   a   paper   which   re-

views   Indian  and  government  political   insti-
tutions/   .their   evolution/    relationship   and

performance/    and    makes    recommendations '  for
change.
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3.2    Relationshi of  NISEDC  with  the  NIB

In   the   abovermentiOned   May   3,   |979   letter   from   the   NIB   to
- Mr.   Beaver/   Mr.-   Starblanket  said   that   the  OPiniOn  Of   the  members

of   the   Executive   Council   of   NIB   was   unanimous   in   demanding   Mr.

Beaver's   resignation  and  the  dissolution  Of  NISEac.     The  reasons

given  were  that  Mr.   Beaver  incorporated  NISEDC  without  consulting
the  NIB   and  that  he  had   rejected   the  NIBls  proposals   for  amend-

ments  to  the  by-laws  of  NISEDC.     These  proposals  would  have  given

the  NIB  veto  rights  over  NiSEIX:ls  activities.

The  relationship  of  NISEDC  to  the  NIB  was  not  so  fragile  at

the   outset.      Mr.   Beaver  met  with   the  NIB   to  discuss   incorpora-

tion/    the    composition   of an    Advisory    Bc)ard/     and    NIB^lISEDC

communication  on  June  6,.  July  ||,.July  |3,  July  |9,   September  20,

and  september  25th  --  a  total  of  six  meetings  on  the  question  of
NISEacls   corporate   structure   alone/   before   the   actual   date   of
incorporation.     The  first  rumblings  of NIB  discontent  were  heard

on   october   23rd,   during   the   heeting   of   the   NIB   socio-economic

development   sub-committee.        The   real    issue   was    that    the    NIB

apparently  wanted |itica|  control  of the  day-to-day  operations
and  output  of  NISEDC,   while   the   Special  Adviser  would   have   been

required   to  retain   full   responsibility.      This  principle   is  not
only  unacceptable  in  no'rmal  management  practice/  but  the  original

terms   of   reference   agreed  llto   by   both   the   NIB   and  DIAND  for  the

Special  Adviser  specifically  stated  that  he  and  NISEDC  were  to  be
an   independent   body. This   implies   freedom  from  both  political
and   bureaucratic   interference.      In   actual  practice/   members'   of
the   NIBAISEac   liaison   cominittee   worked   constructively  with   the
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staff   of   NISEIX:   until   March,   when  NIB,   cooperation   became   condi-

tional Ion  the  acceptance  of  by-law  changes.     since  the  £esolution

of  March  |2-|3,   passed  at  the  Executive  Cou_nci|  meeting/  preceded

in   time   any   decisions    by   NISEDC    to    by-law    revisions/    .it    is

obvious   that   this   could   not  have   been   the   reason   for   the  NIBIs

demand  for  the  termination' of  NISEDC.

The   NIB    resolution   signalled   formal   Withdrawal   Of   Indian

support   (as   represented.by   the   NIB)   for   Mr.    Beaver   and   NISEDC.

The  resolution  asked  "the  Provincial/Territorial  organizations  of

the  NIB  to  boycott  the  Beaver  BoardM.     It  requested  all  Bands  in

the   country   wto   submit   resolutions   stating   they   will   not  deal
with  the  Beaver  BoardM.     This  directive  was  distinctly  different

from  the  strong  voices  of  support  and  encouragement  conmunicated
I

to   Mr.   Beaver   throughout   the   history  of   NIsEDC,   but   which   were

particularly   forthcoming   subsequent  to   the   resolution,   as  know-
ledge   of   the   NIB   action   became   known.       Indeed   many   individual

Band  Chiefs  and  no  less  than  four  Provincial/Territorial  organi-
zations   called   Mr.    Beaver   to   state   that   they   did   not   approve
wunanimous|y"   the   action   of   the   NIB,    and   to   ask   Mr.   Beaver   to

continue  to  work  for  them  as  an  Adviser  in  socio-economic  devel-

.   opment.

The  NIB  resolution  also  stated  that  upon  the  dissolution  of
NISEDC,   Mthe   funds   for   the   Beaver  Advisory   Board   be   transferred

to   the'  National    Indian    Brotherhood    Socio-Economic    Development

Sub-Committee" a
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It   is   noteworthy   that   the  entire  history  Of  the  NIB/NISEac

relationship  seems  to  repeat  exactly  the  actions  taken  by  the  NIB

that  resulted   in  the'  dissolution  of   the  NIB/DIAND  Socio-Economic

steering  cormittee/  which  wasllengaged  in  the  overall  direction  of

±!ISJg_tra±-e-g][  WOrk  forcea             I

4.        P_uxpose  o_f  this  Repor_I_

In  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  WOrk  Of  NISEDC  was  ruptured  so

early/   it   is  appropriate   that  the  president  of   the  NIB  and   the
new  Minister  of  Indian  Affairs  be  informed  of  the  opinions,   judg-

ments/   and   conclusions  NISEIX:  has  reached  during   its  brief  exis-

tence.     It  will  be  recognized  that  this  report  is  not  the  product
of   a   full   range   of   research   and   field  experimentation/   of   the
kind  that  was  originally  anticipated  by  NISEDC.     Once  the   intent

of    the   NIB    to   withdraw    from   NISEIX:   became   known/    however/    it

seemed  important  to  the  special  Adviser  to  "exit  with  voice".    We

wanted   to  leave  behind  a  record  of  our  strong  conviction  that  a
fundamental  change  in   "the  way  things   are";   in  the   relationship

of   Indian   people   to   government/   is   imperative.      If   nothing   is
done  about  the  situation  on  Indian  Reserves/   then  it  can  only  be

assumed   that   the  Government  o'f  Canada   is  consciously  prepared  to

experience  and  accept  the  transfer  to  the  mainstream  society  of
the   accumulated    frustration/    anger/    and    violence    that   Indian

people  on  reserves  have   for  years   turned   inwards   against   them-
se|ves®                                                             I
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This   report  advocates   the   acceptance/   by   the  Government  of

Canada/   the   department  of   Indian  Affairs/   and   the   Indian  people

as  represented  by  their  organizations/  of:

(a)     Indian   Band   governments   with   full   powers   to
manage  their  affairs/.  and/

(b)     the  principle  of  community-based  planning  and
development  as  the  primary  thrust  of  govern-
ment  policy.

This   report   suggests   some   ways   to   carry   these   principles   into

practice.                                                                                              /
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STATEMENT  OF   THE   PROBLEM

I.      The  Situation  on  Indian  Reserves

Not   so   long   ago;   -on   many   reserves   across    Canada/    Indian

people    had    a   native   capacity    for   healing,    caring/    learning/
moving  across  large  territories   in  search  of   food,   for.creating

their  shelter/.and  burying  their  dead.     Each  of  these  capacities

met  a  basic  need  of  survival.     The  means  far  the  satisfaction  of
these   needs  were  abundant/ 'as  long  as  they  depended  primarily  on

what  people  could  do  for  the.mse|ves/   with  only  marginal  reliance

on    conmodities    and    services    produced    outside    the    community.

These  activities  in  the  service  of  man  were  not  considered  by  the

people    a.s~  a   matter   of    "emp|o]apentw    or    "economic   deve|opmentm`.
Moreover/   Indian  people  originally  had  a  political   system  which

ensured  a  just  distribution  of  natural  resources/   and  which  gave

priority  to  the  protection  and  maximuin  us'e  of   the   one   resource
available  to  all:     personal  energy  under  personal  control.     SUE-
vival,   justice,  and  self-defined  work  --  these  values  were  funda-

mental   to   Indian   communities   and,    indeed,   also  applied   to  many

non-Indian  settlements  adjacent  to  the  reserves.

Symptoms   of   the   current   and   accelerating   crisis   in   these

same  Indian  communities  are  widely  recognized.     lThi|e  statistics

point   to  ever   increasing   expenditures   by  Government  and  greater

quantities  of  physical  assets  and  available  services/   statistics
also  confirm  the  fact  that  Indian  people  have   lost  control  over
their   lives.      They   have   lost. their   traditional   capacities   for
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healing,     caring,     learning,     and    providing    food    and    shelter.
Instead,   increasingly  large  numbers  Of  Indian  people  are  heavily

dependent  on  welfare,.   large  numbers  of  children  are  neglected  and

relegated   to   the   care   of   Chi|dren's   Aid   Societies,.   and   large
numbers    of    adults    are    dependent    on   alcohol.        The   attendant

indices  of  i||nessJ  Violence/  and  anti-SOCia|  behavior  for  Indian

cormunities    soar    far    above    the    rates   prevalent    in   Canadian
society   as   a  whole.      There   is   a   crisis   Of   SOCia|   breakdown   On

many   Indian   reserves   in   this   COuntry   far  more   Severe   than   that

described   by   the  word wunderdeve|opmentM.       The   tra

there  is  no  evidence  of  im

is  that
rovement  in  this  intolerable  condition

in  spite  of increasin Goverrment  e endituresI

Many  attempts  have  been  made  tO  explain  this  desolate  Situa-

tion.     Theories  of  acculturation  and  the  assimilation  of  indige-

nous    people    by    an    insensitive    and    paternalistic    goverrme\rlt

compete  with   the  notion. that  the  real   intent  of   Government/   and

its  policy  of  colonization/  was  to  protect- the  native  people  from
the   unscrupulous   and   exploitative   advance   of   commercial   inter-

ests.   1thatever   the  preferred   doctrine/   it  can  be  concluded   that

the   contemporary   crisis   on   Indian   reserves   is   also   rooted   in
industrial  society  itself.     The  impact  of  this  societyls  limita-
tion   on   human   freedom   is   magnified   a   hundred-fold   for    Indian

people  because   they  are  closer/   in  time/   to  an  age  when  man  could
still  provide  for  his  own  basic  needs  and  exercise  mastery  over

the  tools  under  his  contro1|

The     importance    placed    on tools    under   personal    control
becomes  clearer  if  one  thinks  of  tools   in  relation  to  culture  on a
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'the    one    hand,    and    individual    autonomy   and    self-worth   on   the

other.      The   term   "tool"   is   used   broadly   to  express   a  physical

extension   of   the   ingenuity  and   creativity  of   man.      It   includes

his  means  of  production   and   his   political/   social   and   economic
institutions.      Tools   are/   therefore/   intrinsic   to  sot;ial   rela-
tionships   and,   of   course/    to   culture.       An   individual   relates

(

himself   actively   to  his  community  or  society  through  the  use  of
tools  that  he  masters.     To  the  degree  that  he  masters  his  tools/
he   invests   the  world  wih   his   meaning.      If,   instead,   he   is   con-

trolled  by  his  tools  or  their  products/  the  shape  of  the  tools  or-

products  determines  his  self-image.    An  individual  totally  at  the
mercy  of  tools  controlled  by  others  is  denied  the  opportunity  to
enrich   his   environment   with   the   fruits   of   his   vision   of   self-
defined   labour.      In  the   denial  of   this  kind  of   autonolny/   there
follows  a  rapid  loss  of  self-esteem.    The  situation  is  especially
critical   when   the   loss   of   individual   self-worth   occurs   simu|-
taneous|y    with    the    rapid    a.isintegration    of    the    supporting
cu|ture®

Indian  people  recognized   long  ago  the  destructive  impact  of

Euro-Canadian   industrial   society   on   their   way   of   life/    their

culture   and   their   relationship   to   the   land.       They   also   have
witnessed  the  degradation  of  their  people  to  the  status  of  pas-
sive  consumers.     Alienated  from  their  tools  and  disinherited  from

their   land,   they   have   also   been   isolated   on   reserves   from   the
flow  of   ideas/   information  and  technology.     Ill-equipped  in  te]rms

of  marketable  skills/   and  discriminated  against  by  racial  prejui
dice/   it  is  not  surprising  that  they  often  cannot  participate  in
the  mainstream  of  society.
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Inasmuch  aS  any  Prescription  for  a  remedy  for  the  Situation

on   Indian   reserves   today  must   be  grOunded  On   an   accurate   diag-

nosis  of  the  problem  it  is  important  to  signal  at  the  outset  the
direction  of  our  analysis.     The  argument  that  has  been  introduced

so  far  is  that  Indian  people  have  Suffered  a  loss  Of  Culture/  Of
the  capacity  to  provide  for  basic  needs,  and  of  individual  se|f-
worth  as  a  consequence  of   the   loss   of   control  over  tools,   and,
therefore,   of   the  power  to  endow  the  world 'with  personal   mean-

ing.      In  the   broadest  perspective,   this   loss  of   control  can  be
viewed  as  a  product  of  the  normal  advance  of  industrial  society.

In   the   case   of   Indian   reserves/   the   historical   facts   are
that  neither  the  rate  of  adaptation  to  this  new  society/  nor  the
nature  of  the  accomodation  within  it,   were  determined  in a:ray   Wary

by  Indian  people  themselves.     Rather,   the  weight  of  responsibil-

ity    for    the    "deve|opmenta|    problem"/    and    for    the    attendant
indices  of  individual  demoralization  and  social  stress  rests  with
the  Government  of  Canada/.  specifically  it  rests  with  the  policies

of  the  department  of  Indian lAffairs  and  of  other  federal  govern-
ment  departments  that  administer  and  control  the  lives  of  Indian

people.

a
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The   root  cause  of   the  situation  On   Indian   reserves   can  be

traced  to  the  fact  that  the  role  and  function  of  the  Department
of  Indian  Affairs/  prescribed  by  the  Government  of   Canada  during

the   days of   colonization   and   the   Indian   Act/    to   "manage   the

affairs  of  Indians"  in  an  all  pervasive  way/  hasnlt  been  changed

in  over  a  hundred  years.     Today/   the  authority,   responsibility,
and   resources   'for   administering   every   aspect   of   the   lives   of
Indian   people   still   rest   primarily   with   the   Department.       In

effect/   the  Department  of   Indian  Affairs  constitutes   a   "radical

monopoly".

The   telm  "radical  monopoly"   describes   a  kind  Of   Structural

dominance  by  one  institution  that  greatly  exceeds  the  usual  con-
cept  of  a  monopoly.     It  does  not  mean.simply  the  exclusive  market

coritrol   over   the   means   of   producing   or   selling   a   commodity   or
service.     That  the  term  "radical  monopoly"  describes  is  the  pro-
vision  of  a  commodity  or  service  without  a  meaningful  alternative
to  the  satisfaction  of  the  need  for  such  a  commodity  or  service.

In   the  case  of   Indian  people/   the  Government  of  Canada/   and

particularly  Indian  Affairs/  possesses  a  radical-monopoly  because
it  has  taken  on  the  exclusive  control  over  the  definition  and  the

purported  satlslaCtlon  OI  almC)St  all  tile  basic  human.needs   (heal-
J_ng'    t=eaCning'   Provision   Of   food   and   She|ter'   burying.  the   dead)

to  the  point  that  it  prevents  or  inhibits  the  natural  competence
of  people  to rovide   for  themse|veso     This   control/   which  mani-

fests  itself  in  the  attitude  of  government  officials  that  Indian
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people  are  sonehow  not  competent  enough  to  decide  for  themselves,
is  exactly  what  many  people  have  rightfully  called  "paternalism".

The  effect  Of   the  policies  Of   the  Government  of   Canada  has   been

to  impose  the  consu]mption  of  standard  products   (nurses,  teachers,

welfare   officers/   frame   houses/   and   undertakers)   that  only   the
covernment  can  provide.     This   in  turn  has  created   a  deep-rooted

dependency    on    the    very   conmodities   and    services    that    Indian
Affairs/   Health  and  Welfare/   and  Others  deem  tO  be  "in  the  Public

good".       This   kind   of   radical   monopoly   iS, de   facto   if   not  de

iE,   the  role  and  responsibility  given  tO  federal   departments
dealing   with   Indian  people, by   the  Cabinet  of   the  Government  of
Canada|

The   second   major   dimension   Of   Past   and   Current   government

policies  and  practices  which  accounts.for  the  situation  on  Indian
reserves  rests  on  the  interpretation  in  the  Indian  Act  of  Section
9|(24)   of   the   RNA  Act/   and   of   the   legislative   provisions   that

deal  with  the  reserve  system.

Reserves   were   originally   intended   by   the   Government   as   a

mechanism  for  removing  Indians  to  places  supposedly  free  from  the

less  desirable  elements  of  the  mainstream  culture.     Reserves  were

to   be   a   way   of   allowing   Indian  people   to   assimilate   gradually
into  the  broader  society  through  conversion  to  christianity  and
the  provision  of  education.     In  many  cases/   however/   the  reserves

forced  Indian  people  into  isolation  from  the  mainstream  of  soci-
ety.       In   addition'    many   reserves'  were   formed   from   relatively

unproductive  land  in  terms  of  natural  resources/   land  that  nobody
else  wanted.    over  time/   the  increasing  regulations  on  the  use  of

I
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Crown  lands  around  the  reserve  by  Provincial  governments/   and  the

increasing  encroachments   on   these   traditional   resource   bases   by

non-Indian  users/   resulted   in  the  systematic  undermining  of  what

Indian  people  hold  to  be  the  most  important  base  of  all   for  the

survival  of  their  economy  and  cultural  identity:     Ijand.

The  situation  has   been  made. critical   by   the   jurisdictional

separation   of    responsibilities   between   provincial. land   federal

governments   for   land   surrounding   the   reserves   on   the   one   hand/
and   for   "Indians   and   lands   reserved   for   Indians"   on   the   other®

Given  this  constitut.ional  interpretation,   Indian  Affairs/  histor-
ically,   and   in  current  practice,   has  insisted  on  forcing  techni-
cal  solutions  for  socio-economic  development  into  the  very  narrow

legal  and  political  parameters  of  the  Indian  Act  and  the  -reserve

system.      The  provinces   have  also/   historically/   maintained   that

they  have  no `constitutional  responsibility  for  Indians  and  there-
fore  would  not  extend  to  Indians  any  rights  or  involvemeht  in  the

inanagement  of   those  Crown  lands   under  provincial  control.     The.se

two   positions/    if   continued,    guarantee   the   continued   lack lot

development  resource's  for  Indian  people.

Further,   the   Department  has   not  demonstrated -the   foresight

to   recognize   the   enormous   potential   presented   by   Indian  people
who  have   made   the   break   from   the   isolation  of   the   reserves   and

who   have   shown   the   courage   to   migrate -into   the   cities.      These

people,   given   the   right   training   and   support,   can   be   an   abso-
"  lately   essential   source   of   leadership   in  the   future.      In  fact,

many  contemporary   Indian   leaders   have   followed   this   path.      The

built-in   barrie:s    to    the   mobility   of    Indian   people   off   the
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reserve   that   result   from  DIAND  policy   for  off-reserve   Indians,
and  the  significant  barriers  to  the  flow  of  capital,  ensu're  that
resources   for   socio-economic   development   remain   immobile.      The

cardinal  properties. of  the  market  econony/  however,  rest  not  only
on   the   availability   of   development   resources   but   also   on   the

E9±j±±± Of  all  the  factors  C;f  Production.

The   third  dimension  Of  government  PO|iCy  which  accounts  for

the  situation  on  Indian  reserves  Can  be  described  With  reference
to  the  philosophy  of  development  as  reflected   in  current  Indian
Affairs  prograrming.

Historically/    Indian   Affairs   has   moved   from   its   original

purpose  of   colonization  and   assimilation  of   native  people   to   a
contemporary   concern  for   "d6velopment".     This  development  orien-
tation  has  been  characterized  by  much  greater  intervention  on  the

part  of  Government   in  all  aspects  of   reserve   life.     Programming
for  the  development  of  Indian  people/  however/   seems  to  have  been

based   on   a   crude   and   materialistic   notion   that   maximizing   the
consumption  of  goods  and  services  produced  dy  the  department  for

the   greatest  number  of   people   is   a   "good   thingll   in   itself   and
constitutes  progress.     Prograrming  for  development  has  separated
the   elements   of   social   structure/   culture/.  economics/   and   band

government  and  treated  them  as  disconnected   wthings"   rather  than
the  threads-  of  a  fabric  of  a  single  reality.     The  understanding
of   Indian  culture  as  a  whole  has  never  been  reflected  in  Indian
Affairs  policies.      Therefore,   development  has  never  been  inter-

preted  as  essentially  a  political  issue.     The  lack  of  a  ho|istic
perspective  on  development  attributed   underdevelopment  simply  to

O
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deficiencies    in   capital/    natural/human   resourcesJ  - Or   Physical

infrastructure.     However/  some  reserves  rich  in  natural  resources

or.  capital    remain    underdeveloped,    so    it    is    not   merely    the

presence   of   resources   that   creates   development,   but   rather   the
uses  to  lwhiCh  these  resources  are  Put.     It  follows  that  develop-

ment  is  also  a  cha||en e  of   education/   or anization/   and  disci-

p_±i_n__e_  __-i_ ___a_l|  __n_op=xpateria|   _a_ap_e_cts    of    culture_.         Without    these

non-material  factors/  other  resources  remain  untapped -potential.

lthi|e   some   officials   in  Indian  Affairs  will  agree  with  the

critique  that  the  Government  philosophy  of  development  for  Indian

people  has  been  too  narrowly  focused  on  material  factors/   others
will   immediately  make   reference   to  the  massive   amounts   of  money

that  have  been  spent  on  providing  to  Indian  people  special  educa-

tion,   special  manpower   courses,   special   courses   in  band  managE!-

ment,    and   so   on.       They   will   say/    of   course/    that   all   these

dollars  have  gone   into  providing  Indian  people  with   the   special

requirements   for  development   in  the  industrial  society  that  rest
on   edu6atidn/   organizationJ   and   diSCiPlineo       And   yet/   they   are

missing  the  point.

The  alleviation  of  underdeve|opment  does  not  depend  only  on

the   removal   of   these   "deficiencies"   in  the  population.     Rather/

development   has    to   evolve    from   the   ski||s/    organization/    and

discipline   that  are  indigenous  in  the  society.     If  these  special
requirements   for  development   in   the   industrial   society  are   not
inherent  in  the  recipient  Indian  community/   or  characteristic  of
the   particular   culture/   intervention   by   Indian   Affairs   in   the
form    of     wpackaged"    manpower    and    training    courses    and    other
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"ready-made'.    goods    and   services   will   not   promote   development.

Indeed,    such    intervention,    by   Creating    "have"    and    Whave   not"

classes   both  within   and   among   Indian  communities,   may  only  fur-

ther  exacerbate  the  problems  of  a  dual  economy  and   the   tensions

resulting   from  social  stratification.     Here  lies  the  reason  why
development  cannot  simply  be  an."act  of  creation"  by  officials  of

Indian  AffairsJ   why  it  Cannot  be  Ordered,   bought,   COmPrehenSiVely

planned,   why   it   requires   alprocess   of   evolution.-     The   foremost
task   of   development  policy  lag   implemented   by  Government  must  be

to  accelerate  this  evolution.

In   essence,    Indian   reserves   still   remain   in   a   state   of

social  disorder  and  poverty lbecause  the  development  philosophy  of
the   Department  of   Indian  Affairs   has   been   inappropriately   con-
ceived.      The   development   of   Indian   communities   cannot   be   "pro-

grammedM   in  a   linear   fashion  or  at  a  rate  of   change   independent
of  the  ability  of  people  to  participate   in  it.      It  must  evolve
from  both   the   availability I of   factors   of  production/   and   their
mobility.     Most  importantly/   development  must  be  grounded   in  the

nan-material  aspects  of  Indian  culture  that  are  indigenous  to  the
whole  society.     Development  must  involve  not  merely  a  tiny  minor-

ity  in  the  community  but  the  entire  population.

Therefore,   there   is   theoretical   and   practical   validity   to
the  strong  emphasis  given  by  Indian  people  that  only  a  "ho|istid

approachw  to  development  determined  at  the  level  of  the  colrmunit
will    materially    affect    the    socio-economic    conditions    on    the
reserves.       To   implement   this   new   approach   to   development,    the

authority/  responsibility  and  resources  for  development  must  rest

a
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with  and  be  controlled  by  the ,political  level  of  Band  government.

a

Another  aspect  of  this  discussion  Of  the  development  Philo-

sophy  of   the  Department  relates  tO  the  fact  that,   historically,
there  has  been  insufficient  consideration  given  to  the  relation-
ship  between  the  rate  of  social  change  possible.for  ah  indigenous

people  and  the  rate  of  economic  change  that  affects  them.     That
has  usually  happened  to  Indian  people  is  that  the  rate  of  econo-

mic   change   has   been   allowed   to   be   the   dominant   factor,.    Indian

conmunities  were   left   to  adjust  as   best -as.they  could.     In  many

cases/   in  its  haste  to  "modernize"  the  native  people,  the  Depart-

inent  has  added  to  the  enormous  problem  6f 'adaptation  by  uprooting

Indian  settlements  and  relocating  them  at  will.     The  consequences
.of  too  rapid  a  rate  of  change,  combined  with  a  disastrous  reloca-

tion  and  envrironmenta|  damage/   are  evident,   for  examp|eJ   in   the

case  of  Grassy  Narrows.

Only  recently/   in  the  face  of  very  large  projects   (such  as

the   Northern   pipeline)    has    the    relationship   between   economic

growth   and   social   change   been   recognized,    and   reconmendations
made  for  a  delay  to  allow  native  people  a  longer  period  of  social
adjustment.     me  to  an  absence  of  a  deve|opmenta|   capability   in

the   Department,    little   or -no   advantage   has   been   taken   of   the

opportunity  this  delay  affords   to   search   for  methods   to  adjust
the  rate  of  change  of  development  or  to  assist  the  people  to  make
a  more  rapid  adaptation.      In  this  connectionJ   SOmetimeS  the  Very

isolation   of   the   reserves   or   settlements   affects   the   peop|els
ability   to   make    the   required   adjustments.        These    situations

require  special  attention.
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3.      Indian Onqanizations  - An  Important  Influence

It  should  be  a  matter  Of  great  COnCern  tO  all   Indian  bands

that  their  politic,al  organizations  have  not  been  more  effective
in   accomplishing-   thase   policy   and   program   changes    that   would

result   in  sign#icant   improvements   at  the  cormunity  level.     The

present  adversary  role  of  the  political  organizations  in  monitor-
ing   and   opposing   the   Department  of   Indian  Affairs  may  sometimes

be   a  necessary  activity,  lbut   it  has   impeded,   and   in  many  cases

has  prevented  absolutely,  lthe  search  for  innovative  and  pragmatic

solutions  to  the  many  real  problems  on. reserves.

For  example,   several  Vehicles  set  up  for  joint  Indian/Govern-

ment  participation  have  been  ended  abruptly=     the  Joint  NIB/Cabi-

net    committee/.     the    Joint    NIB/DIAND    Steering    Committee    that

directed  the  work  of  The  Strategy  work  force/.  and  most  recently/

NISEDC   itself.      The   political   act/   on   the   part  of   the  NIB,   to

withdraw  from  these  Committees  is  s]apptomatic  of  the  malaise  and

paralysis  that  overtakes  any  form  of  cooperation  and  joint  endea-
vour.     And  yet,   surely  the  problem  is  not  the  existence  of  forums

for   Indian   involvement/   but   the   willingness   of   all   parties   to
take  proper  measures  to  make  such  forums  work  more  effectively.

There  are  at  least  two  factors  contributing  to  this  impasse.
First,   DIAND  and  the  NIB  each  have  a  different  understanding  with

respect   to   their   role   and   function   in   the   process   of   policy
development.     The  NIB/  with  its  proposal  for  a  Policy  Development

Secretariat,   insists  that  it  is  the  proper  body  for  the  develop-
ment  of  national  Indian  policy.     The  NIB  also  maintains  that  the

ar
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lack  of  progress   in  Indian/Government  discus.siohs  and  the  subse-

quent  di.ssolution  of   the   consultative  processes  and   mechanisms/
is'due  to  the.. fact  that  the  Government  is  not  prepared  to  relin-

quish  any  of.its  authority  in  policy  making.,     At  best,   however,

po|ic}  making   is   a  shared   responsibility.      =t   is   also  a  shared
responsibility  when  such   consultative   bodies   which   give,  Indian

people  direct  access  to  cabinet  Ministers  are  allowed  to  fail.

Second/   the   role   of.constant   political   opposition   to   the
Government  has  been  given  to  the  NIB  by  its  constituent  associa-

tions.       The   NIB,    therefore/    legitimately   defines   itself   as   a

I  political-entity.     Its  very  nature,   its  structure,  and  the  philo-
sophy   of    its   operations   prevents.  the    NIB.  from   dealing    with
important  program   issues   iri  a   substantive   way.      This  political

role-playing   practically   guarantees   the   collapse   of   all   joint
efforts.      The   adversary   stanc'e   does   not  mix  well  with   the   need

for   mutual'  consideration/   by   Indian   people   and   Government/   of

what  needs   to  be  done  and  pow   it   is  to  be  done  for ,the  greate:t

benefit  to  Indian  communities.

The   time  'for   the   resolution   of. the. contradiction.  in   the

mandate  and  operations  of   th6  NIB  posed  by  the   "need   to  oppose"

on    the    one    hand,    and    the    simultaneous    demand  -for    exclusive

control  over  policy  development  on   the   other,   is  '|ong  overdue.:
Without  _a   genuine   commitryent   on   the   part   of   Indian   political

organizations. to  work   constructively  with   government   officials/
I  there   is   little   hope   that   the   cherished   aspirations   of `Indian

people  to  regain  control  over  their  own  lives  will  be   realized.
The   Department   cannot   and  will   not   fight   the   battle   in   Cabinet

for  Indian  se|fngovernment  alone.
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4.       The  Poll Makin process  in  the  Indian  Pr

Indian   Affairs/    in   its   PO|iCy   making/    COntributeS   tO   the

current    situation    on    Indian    reserves    because    it    embodies    a
failure  to  understand  the  nature  of  the  problem  with  which  it  is
dealing,   and   it  displays   an  inability  to  recognize   the  require-
ments  for  a  different  approach.

An  effective  policy  making  Process  for  Indian  Affairs  would

require  that  organizational ll structures,   strategies,   and  programs
should   evolve   only   as   a   consequence   of   a   very   careful   and   de-

tailed   analysis   of   the   constitutional/   cultural/    economic   and
other  dimensions   of   the   whole  situation   in  which  Indian' peop|eJ

GovernmentJ   and  the  Department  find  themselves.

Out   of    this    first   step   in   the   analytical   sequence/    the
resolution   of   objectives   and   roles   of   all   participants   would
follow  naturally.  .  Subsequent|yJ   it  Would   be  POSSib|e  tO  develop

alternative   strategies/    together   with   an   assessment   of   their
relative  costs  and  probable  impacts.     Only  after  these  steps  have
been    completed    should    individual    programs    and    activities    be

ll

designed.      In  this  process/i strategic  planning  proceeds   from  the

general  to  the  specific/  and  it  becomes  possible  to  view  detailed
recommehdations   in   relation   to   the   whole.       Because   the   policy

making  process  -is. the   foundation   upon   which   all   Indian   Affairs

activities   rest,   each   analytical   step  should   involve  staff  work
of  the  highest  order.

f-
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The    many    excellent    staff    Papers    Prepared    Within    Indian

Affairs  over  the  years  are  testimony  tO  the. fact  that  there  has

been   a   consistent   effort   to   develop.  effective   and   imaginative

programs.      However,   staff   work   has   generally   tended   to   concen-
trate  on  the  program  development  level  --  the  end  of  the  policy
making   process   --   rather   than.on   the   beginning   and   analytical

level.      The   lack   of   any   consistent   overall   application   oi   tiltL-

princip|es    of    strategic    planning    within    the    Indian    LJrogram

presents  several. difficulties:

(a)     Difficulty    in    viewing    the    full    range    of

policy  options.     unless  a  sufficient  breadth
of  view  can   be   developed,   the   full   range   of

potential   policy.  options   cannot.be   identi-
fied®

(b)     Difficulty   in   program   development.      Without
an   adequate    understanding    and    perspective/

programs   deal   with   s]quptoms   rather   than   the
less  obvious  causes®     Co-ordination  is  diffi-

cult    to    achieve    and    incremental    planning
becomes  virtually  the  only  alternative.    lthat
is     requJ-i-el]/     Of    course/     are    SO|utiOnS    tO

problems/    not   piecemeal   attention   to   their
COnSequenCeS.

(a)     Difficulty   in   responding   to   interna||y   and
externa||y  generated   ideas.     Unless  there  is
a   sound    basis   of    understanding    it    becomes
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difficult   to   judge   the   value   of   new   ideas,

and   an   organization   finds    it   difficult   to
learn  from  its  own  experience.     For  example,

the   bepartment   took   more   than   two   years   to

establish    the   machinery   to   respond   to   the

joint  NIB/DIAND  Strategy  report.

(a)     An    ad    hoe    approach    tO   PO|iCy    development.
me  to  a  fundamental  incapacity  to  review  the

objectives/   ro|esJ   Strategies,   Programs,   and
organization  of  Indian  Affairs,  policy  making
has  been  relegated,   by  default,   to  the  spor-
adic    and    often    uncoordinated    efforts    of
special    task   forces,    consu|tantsl    reports,
special     advisers/     re-organizations     within
DIAND,   and  other  ad  hoe  measures.

(e)    Policy  intervention  by  the  central   agencies.
Failure  to  achievel  stated  Program  Objectives,

or  to  have  programs  in  which  no  yardsticks  of

effectiveness   exist   at   all/    invites   policy
intervention   and    increased    control    by    the
central  agencies.

One   good   example   of   -.the   absence   of   a   strategic   planning

capability   ill   the   Indian   Program   is   provided   by   the   histor.y  of
the   NIB/DIAND  Strategy   report.       Indian   Affairs   officials   worked

closely  with  the  NIB  to  produce  a  thoughtful/   and   in  many  ways/   a

clear   and    coherent    statement   of    the   principles    which    should O
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inspire     the     Departmentls     PO|iqy     deVe|C)Pment    Process.          The

NIB/DIAND  Strategy  paper  contained  many  of  the  ideas   and  princi-

ples    of     community-based    development    and    planning.          Indeed,
similar  ideas  have  been  promoted  in  many  documents  written  by  the

Department|s  staff,   Or  its  COnSu|tantS/   Which  -have  been  Supported

by   public    statements   made    by    Ministers    and    Assistant    Deputy

Ministers   of  DIAND  over  the  years.     It   is  especially  significant

that   these   ideas   and   statements   of direction   have   had

little  or  no  discernible  impact  c)p the  policy  or  the  operations
of  the  Indian  Pro

It   should   be   recognized   at   this   time/    that   the   capacity

represented   by   the   Policy/   Research   and   Evaluation   Branch   (PEE)

could  be  tuined  to  the  essential  elements  of  a  strategic  planning

process.     The  question  arises  as  to  whether  or  not  the  strategic
planning   capability   as   a   whole   can   be   grafted   to   the   existing
Branch.      In  our  view/   this  grafting  would  not  be  successful   for

several  reasons.     First/   in  the  event  that  ERE  becomes  the  stra-

tegic  planning  group/   it  is  likely  that  the  compartmentalization

that  now  exists   in  the  Indian  Program  would  militate  against  any

effective   implementation   of   the   groupls   output.       Second,    this

group  would  probably  be  given  a  restricted  frame  of   reference   in
which  to  work.      If   such   a  group  had   neither  the  mandate  nor  the

authority  to  decide  the  scope  of   its  own  work,.  and  if  it  remained

a  functional  organization  without  line  responsibilities/   it  would
indeed   be   in   a   very   weak   position   to   ensure   co-operation  or   to

have  its  output  utilized  by  program  staff.
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If   any   real   improvements   in   the   conditions   on   Indian   re-

serves  are  to  be  accomplished,   the  department  must  have  a  strate-

gic  planning  capability  that  can  generate  the  kind  of  supporting
information  and  analysis  that  will  lend  confidence   to  the  major

political  and  policy  decisions  that  need  to  be  made.

O
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.5.       EpcO_uragin_g  Signs

O

a

As   difficult   as   all   the   barriers   to   development   are   to
overcome/    there    are    a   number   of    encouraging   signs   of    change.

within  the  department  df   Indian  Affairs.      Generally/   department
officials   are   receptive   to  new   ideas  and  approaches  and' some  of

their  acknowledge  that  adding  more  s]quptomi)riented  programs  will

not   resolve   the   fundamental   problems   on   'reserves|       while   the

financial  resources  cormitted  to  developmental  activity  have  been
limited  in  relation  to  the  overall  budget,   at  least.there.is  now

a  statistical  baseline  upon  which  future  progress   in  a.develop-
menta|  direction  can  be  measured®

A  recent  analysis   (NISEDC  F|owcof-Funds  study)   suggests  that

63%  of   departmental   programs   could   be  classified  as   remedial   in

nature    (examples    would    be    alcohol   programs/    child    care/    and

social  assistance)/   |2%  of  programs  could  be  termed  preventa.live/

and   only   |2%   could   be   classified   as   deve|opmenta|.       Overhead

accounts  for  the  remaining  |3%  of  the  programsl   budget.     It  is  a

hopeful  sign  that   some  departmental  officials   are  determined   to

devote  an  ever  increasing  percentage  of  funds  to  developmentally-

oriented   programs.       Indeed,    the   solution   to   the   problems   of

social  pathology  on  Indian  reserves  will  demand  a  reversal  of  the

above  proportions.     Only  deve|opmenta|  programs  that  effect  real

changes  in  this  respect  are  investments  for  the  futureo

"   There   are   other   encouraging   steps   in   the   right.  direction.

For  exanp|e=

.+
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i)       substantial  progress   is   being  made  on  a  definition  and

recognition  of  powers   to  bands   under  the   current     revisions   of
the  Indian  Act.     We  understand  that  the  revisions  Will  deal   in  a

substantial  way  with  the  question  of  band  powers  and  will  not  be

limited  to  administrative  matters.

2)      While.bands  continue  tO  have  little  discretionary  power

in  modifying   departmental  prc}grams,   the   transfer  of   administra-
tive  control  to  bands  does  provide  band  staff  with  some  adminis-
trative  experience   in  program  management.     The  attendant  dangers

are:      first,   the   number   of   people   absorbed   in   band   management

tends   to   become   a   limiting   factor   on   the   ability   of   bands   to
re-allocate   resources   and ll  re-structure   priorities    creatively.
This   imposes   a  stringent  requirement  to  provide  a  long  prepara-

tion  period  of  education  and  training  to  improve  this  situation.
second,    the    transfer    of    administrative    responsibilities    can
become  an  end   in   itself.     lit  would  be   an  error   to   assume   that

this   transfer   constitutes   any   meaningful   measure   of   true   band

government.       The   net   ef.feet   may   be   a   large   and   costly   Indian
bureaucracy   modelled    after    the   one    from   which   administrative

responsibilities  were  transferred  in  the  first place.

3)       Under    the    new    system    of.  consolidated    contribution

agreements,    certain   funds   will   be   given   to   bands   and   greater

discretion   will   be   permitted   in   the   allocation   of   such   funds.
The  new  agreements,   however,   p.resuppose   that  bands   already  have

in  place  the  necessary  planning  capability  which  vrou|d  ensure  the

effective  exercise  of   their  prerogative  under  these   agreements.
The  fact  is  that  bands  cannot  be  held  accountable  for  results  in

i_
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the  absence  of  a-plan  specifying  what  is  to  be  achieved.     Unfor-

tunately/    we    all    recognize    that    the    planning    expertise    and

capability  in  most  bands   is  underdeveloped.     Further,   the  flexi-
bility  permitted   under   these   agreements   exists   only  within   the

confines    of    the   Departmental   program   structure.        Both    these
reasons  reduce   the  value  of.  these  new  agreements  'as   vehicles   to

advance  Indian  band  government.

4)       The    tripartite   processes    now    in   effect    in    several

provinces  are  a  very.  good  beginning  to  the  important  discussions
among   Indian  people  and   federal  and  provincial  governments   on  a

broad   range   of  questions'   including   the   issue  of  responsibility
for   Indian   people.       In   these   tripartite   meetings'   not   enough
importanc-e   has   been   placed   on   expanding   the   resource   base   of

those  communities  which  will  remain  l'have  notM  under  any  combina-

tion   of   community-based   development   or   Indian   self-governinent.
The   vehicle   of. tripartite   forums   should   be   used   tO   engage   the

provinces    in   substantive   discussions   on   expanded   uses   of   re-
sources   on   provincially-controlled   Crown   lands   for   the   socio-
economic  development  of  the   "have  notm   bandse

5)       The   sectora|   programs/    inasmuch   as   they   have   beccme

decentralized   Indian    institutions   controlling   all   funding   and
offering  a  variety  of  managerial  and  technical  advice/  are  also  a
step    in   the   right   direction.       Because   natural   resources   and

primary   production    are    a   key    to   economic    development/    these
sectoral  programs  are  in  a  good  position  to  make  a  major  contri-
bution®
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6)       There    is   an   On-going   Process    that    indicates   a   Very

positive  change   in  the  attitude  of   Indian  Affairs   to  cOmmunity-
defined  so|utions   to  serious  social  and  economic  problems  on  the
reserves.      This   is   the  mediation  Process   involving   the   federal
and   provincial   governments   and   the   Grassy   Narrows   and   Thitedog

bands   in  N.W.   Ontario  set  up   tO  deal.With  mercury  PO||utiOn  and

other  adverse  effects  of  pa:t  government  policies.

The     intensive    preparatory    work,     COmmunity     involvement,

research,   analysis/   communication  with  both  levels  of  government,

and   resource   development  strategy   imp|emented  at  Grassy   Narrows

over  the   last   two  years   is   the   closest  example  of   the  approach
that   is  recommended   in  this   report   for  community-based  planning

and  development.      The   initial  response  of   the  Department  to  the
ho|istic   planning   effort   completed   in   that   community   has   been
very   positive.      However/    it   is   still an   ad   hoc   response   to   a

special  situation/  and  to  this  extent  it  constitutes  an  exception
rather   than   the   norm  of  DIAND  operations.      Further/   DIAND  still

holds  final  decision-making  power,  although  the  mediation  settle-
ment  may  reverse  this  and  put  both  resources  and  decision  autho-

rity  in  the  hands  of  the  barid.     The  Grassy  Narrows  experience  is

an   important   test   of   the  lldevelopment   principles   and   strategy
which  NISEDC   supports   and  which   should   be   gradually   extended   to

Indian  communities   in  the  rest  of  Canada®

These  are  some  of   the  encouraging   signs  within   the   Depart-

ment.       Although   they   point   to   a   recognition   of   the   need   for
change,   they  do  not  yet   indicate  a  collective  demand  for  a  con-

sistent   and   directed   process   of   change   within   the   Department.

O

O
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There    are    some    very    able    staff    members    who    are    genuinely

committed   to   the   search   for   new   directions.       They   have   made

constructive    contributions    to    the    work    of    NISEIX:    and    they

understand  that  the  failure  to  deal  with  a  change  in  the  role  and
function  of  the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs  will  ensure  that  the
situation  of. ddmora|ization  and  social  disorder  on  reserves  will
not  only   continue   but  may  get  worse.      The  ultimate  result  of  a
udo-nothing"   policy   will   be   violence   directed   outward,    and   a

consequent  loss  of  faith  in  the  institutions  of  Government  on  the

part  of   all   Canadians   for  the  abject   failure   of   Government   to
resolve  the  intransigent  problems  faced  dy  Indian  people.



O
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PART  Ill i      INDIAN  BAero  GOrmRDm4EeIT

i.       Evolution  of  Indian/Government `Re|ationships

2.       A  Possible  New  Approach=     Indian_ Self-Government

3.       Funding  for  Indian  Se|flovernment

4.       Constitutional  Considerations

5.       Expenditures  as  Investment
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INDIAN  BAND  GOVERrmlENT
O

®
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In  previous  sections  of  this  report,  the  impc)rtance  of  indi-

vidual  bands  having  true  authority/   responsibility  and  resources
was  stressed  as- a  precondition  for  genuine  progress   towards   the
improvement   of    socio-economic    conditions.        This    is.  important

because   the  socio-economic  segment   is  a  key  element   in  any   band

government  operation.      Even  mo-re   vital   is   the  provision  of   all
the  powers  that  bands  need  for  self.-government.

The  NIB/DIAND  §±rate_gy_  report  stated:

wFirst/   there  is  a  need  for  each  Indian
community   to   develop   its   socio-cultural -and
economic  bases  for  meeting  the  aspirations  of
the    people    through    local    self-govemment.
Second,   there  is  a  need  to  provide  a  suppor-
tive   environment   in   which   this   can   happen.
To  create  such  a  supportive  environment  will
require     a     two-pronged     approach,     one     to
strengthen  Indian  institutionsJ  and  the  Other
to  change  federal/  provincial  and  territorial
governments   from   an   administrative   and   con-
tro|   stance   to   a   supportive   and   resource-
providing   stanceo      The   method   for  doing   the
latter  is  seen  to  be  the  systems  approach.

In   short,    there   could   be.  four   major
imp|ementation   areas   --   the   community/    the
strengthening   of   Indian   institutionsJ   a   new
role  for  government  and   the  development  of  a
national   system   for   socio-economic   develop-
ment®M

This  section  of  the  report  expands  on  these  substantive  points_.
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a
I.      Evolution  of  Indian Gbverrment Re|ationshi

one  document  that  should  play  a  major  role  in  the  evolution

of  true  Indian  self-government  is  the Indian Act.     In  its  present
form/   however/   it   is  not  a  document  that  permits   any   realistic

level  of  true.  local  Indianlband  government.     It  is  still  a  docu-
ment   that   reflects   the  prevailing  attitude  at   the   time   it  was
created,   in  that  the  Government  was  perceived  as  the  only  agency

that   should   or   could   develop   policies;   apply/   administer/   and
deliver  programs,.   and,   in lgenera|,   regulate   and   control   almost
every  aspect  of   Indian  political/   economic/   social  and  cultural
|ife®

DIAND   is   unlike   other   governmental   departments   in   that   it

has  a  captive  clientele.     Over  the  years,   the  methods  of  obtain-
ing  resources/   the  development  of  polio.ies  and  programsJ   and  the

delivery   and   control   of   such   resources/   have   necessitated   the
I

creation  of   a   large   and   costly   bureaucracy   that   absorbs   large
amounts   of   the   resources   lintended   for   Indians.      -The   programs

I

themse|vesJ   for  the  most  Part/   are  remedial  and  deal  mainly  with
treating    s]quptoms.        They   have   proven   largely    ineffective    in
coming  to  grips  with  solutions  to  the  real  problems  and,  as  such,
are  not  investments  for  the  future®

An  even  more  serious  result  of  the  present  relationship  is
that   Indians   have   become   increasingly   dependent   on   Government.

They  have  had  their  confidence  and  sense  of  competence  unde]mined

because    the    largely    absentee   management   has    denied    them    the

opportunity  of   exercising   full  powers   in  prescribing   fc)r   them- O
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selves.      Even  today/   despite  the  marginal  and  nominal  relaxation

of  some  powers/   the   Government   still   retains   for   itself   almost

complete  control  of  authority,  responsibility  and  resources.

The  ultimate  result  of   this   has   been   that   the   structures/

planning  and  other  processes  of  Indian  communities  all  have  been
forced   into  the  mold  of   the   governmental   system  of  programming/

and  bands  have  had  essentially  no  real  power  to  generate  policies

and   programs   for   themselves.      On   the   contrary/    they   have   been

obliged  to  participate  in/  and  administer/.programs  that  they  can
clearly  see  are  not  working.

Indian   people    and    their   leaders    recognize    this    but   are

powerless    to   change    things    in   a   fundamental   way    because/    in
negotiations/   with   no   real   weight  on   their  side.except   justice
and  nominal  political  clout,   Indian  groups  have  very  little  bar-

gaining   leverage.       Essentially/    they   have   been   brought   to   the
point  where  the  only  way  of  showing  their  despair  and  protest  is
by  destroying  themselves  in  public.

IJOng  years  have  gone  by  in  nan-Productive  discussions  Of  the

Indian  Act  and  other  remedies   to  redress  the  lack  of   true  exer-

cisab|e   power  possessed   by   the   bands.      Indian   groups   have   been

involved   in   long  and  dialectical  discussi6ns  on  revisions  to  the

Indian  Act/   and  other  proposals dealing  with  forms  of  government

O

and  administrative  regulations.

Indians   have   expressed   their  belief,   that  without   a   clear
commitment   by   all   parties   to   the   principle   that   bands   must   be
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given  control,   there  can  be  no  negotiations  that  will  result  in
success/  even.if  they  are  conducted  in  good  faith.     The  essential

ingredients   of   any   Indian   band   government   are   responsibility,
authority    and    resources,.    these    can    never    be    negotiated    or
attained  by  Indians   in  a  POliCy  and  Conmitment  Vacuum.

\

In  NISEDCIs  own  recommendations/   extensive  consideration  has

been  given  tc}. the  many  contributions  made  to  the  thinking  in  this

field  by  the_-  Joint  NIB/DIAND  Cabinet  working  group  on Indian  Act

revisions/   by   the  many   conferences  and  seminars  on  this   subject

organized   by   the   Indian   people,I   and   by   numerous   Staff   Papers

preps;ed   by   the   policy   Research   and  Evaluation  Branch  of   DIAND.
In  general,   DIAND  staff  have  done  excellent  work  On  Band  consti-

tutions,   powers,   rights,   and   funding.mechanisms.     What   is   abso-

lutely  required  at  this  point  is  the  political  will  and  consent
ba   enable   the   necessary   legislation   for   band   government   to   be
drafted.     There   is  no  need to  create  a  new  bureaucracy  to  stand

between    the    Indians    and    the    legislation    that   will    charter/
control,   or  regulate  recognized  Band  powers.     All  that  is  neces-
sary   is  a  mechanism  to  facilitate  imp|ementation/   and  to  develop

or  administer  the  new  relationship.

The   new   legislation   should   recognize   and   outline   all   the

powers   that  any  band  might  require  either  at  the   time   that  the
band  opts   for  the   new  system  or  at  any  time   in  the   future.     The
rate   at  which   these  powers   are   exercised   should   be   governed   by

the  wishes  and  the  capabilities  of  the  band.     Every  basic  control

(financial/   regulatory/  program/  personnel  and  so  forth)  could  be
incorporated  in  the  overall  community  development  plan  and/or  the

O

a
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®

®

associated  financing  agreement.     This  c:omp|ete  umbrella  of  powers

should  be  available  for  use/   without   further  statutory  or  other

changes/   as  bands   take  up  new  powers.     This  will  enable  bands  to

" arrive  at  their  optimum  level  of  effective  government  much  faster

than  if  powers  are   "parce||ed  outw  when ,someone  decides  a  band  is

ready.     The  suggested  method  essentially  provides   that  the   rate

of  change   is  within  the  control  of  the  band.     It  also  makes  pos-
sible  a  less  complex  band  constitution.

The   Indian  Act deals  only  partially  with  true  Indian  local

gave-ment.     It  is  primarily  a  document  outlining  how  Government
will  administer  the  affairs  of.Indians.     Because  of  the  diversity

of   Indian  communities   across   Canada/   it   is  very   likely   that   no

consensus   will   ever   be   reached   on   many   of   the   administrative

revisions   proposed   in   the   new   Indian  Acto In   any   case/   Indian

local  governments  should  do  this  for  themselves.     The  present  act

is   negative,   coldly   administrative/   and   blocks   many   worthwhile

initiatives  by  Indian  governments  either  in  an  outright  fashion/

or  by  reasons  of  delay  in  interpretation.     This  type  of  adminis-
trative   act   cannot  form  the  basis  for  the  entirely  new  approach
being   recommended,.    to   the   extent   that   the   present   Indian   Act

attempts   to  do  this  or  to  become   the  administrative  vehicle  for
Indians/   it  is  outmoded.
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2.       A  Possible  New roach=    Indian  Se|fndovernment

what    is    required    is    a    new    arrangement    under   which    the

cfoverrment    and   DIANI)   give    up   their   stranglehold   On   powers    tO

administer  and  control   almost   every   aspect   of   Indian   life/   and
set  about   to  provide  enabling   legislation  that  will  develop  and
regulate  only  the   relationship   that  Should  exist  between   Indian

groups  and  the  Government.     Bands  should  be  able  to  exercise  all
the  substantive  powers  they  need  to  create  an  atmosphere  in  which

new  and  effective   social  and  economic  development  strategies  can

flourish  and  grow.      There   should   be   a  clear  recognition  by  all

parties  of  these  substantive  powers,   either  by  an  insertion  of  a
new  part  II  to  the  Indian  Act,  or  by  the  creation  of  essentially
new    legislation    that    would    provide    for    recognition   of    such

powers.

Some    bands    may    decide    to    remain    completely    within    the

present  system.     Some  may  only  partially  adopt  full   local   self-

government.     Each  band  should  be  free  to  adopt  whatever  option  it
wishes.      It  will   take   a   long   time   to  eradicate   the   dependency

resulting   from   the  present  paternalistic   system.      It  will   also
take    a    long    time    to   produce    the    confidence/    education/    and

experience    necessary    for    the    development    of    the    people    and

organizations  required  for  the  proper  management  and  functioning

of  full  Indian  self-government.

It   should   now   be   clear   why   mere   partial   revision   of   the

administrative  provisions   of   the   Indian  Act/ by  itself,   without
clear   recognition   of   the   substantive   powers   that   Indian   bands

I

O
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need,   would   be  a   very   inadequate  mechanism  to  effect   the  neces-

sary  changes.

a

NISEDC  recommends   that  to  implement  Indian  self-government  a

special  task  group  should  be  created  to  research  and  investigate
constitutional  questions/  as  well  as  all  aspects  of  the  necessary
enabling  legislation.     This  group  would  clarify  the  concepts  of
self-government/   reflect   in  more   detail   on   the   implications   of
these  concepts/   search  for  ways  to  build  consensus  and  agreement

within    the    Department   and   with    Indian   people/    and    generally

identify  either  existing  or  new  processes   that   could   deal  with
the  substantive   issues  involved.     This  group  should  also  be  able

to  assist  bands  in  the  drafting  of  those  powers  they  require  to
set   up    their   arm   constitutions   and    in   coordinating   existing
activities.      Some  bands  may  wish   to  have   a   different  political
organization   from   the   one   that   now  exists.      Groups   of   bands   or
Indian  groups  may  wish  a  regional  type  of  government.     Flexibil-

ity  should  be  the  distinguishing  characteristic.
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3.       Fundin for  Indian  Se|fndovernment

3.i    Three  Pro

The  matter  of   funding   for   bands   Who  opt   for   the   Suggested

form   of   full   Indian   self-government   iS   Very   COmPleX   and-  import-

ant.     we  provide  our  own  preliminary  thoughts  on  this  matter  and

trust   that   they   will   be   followed   up   aggressively   by   the   task

group.     we  would  like  to  suggest  three  options   for  core  funding
that  might  be  considered.        ll

The  first  option  that  should  be  explored  is  the  one  proposed

by  the  union  of  Nova  Scotia  Indians.

I

For   bands   who   opt    for    Indian   se|fngovernment,    the    Union

proposes   that  such  bands  receive  the  capital  funds  held   in  trust
for  them.      In  addition/   such  bands  \rou|d  receive   the  per  capita

amount,   equivalent   to  all   federal   funding  provided   to  the  prov-

ince   in  which   the   band   is   located.      In   other  words/   they   would

receive   not  more  per  capita  than  any  other  provincial   resident.

This   formula   should   help   revise   the   impression   of   many   Canadian

citizens   that  Indians   receive  essentially  more  than  the  Canadian

per  capita  norm.

The   point   has   been   made   that   Indians   already   receive   bene-

fits   from   federal   funds   provided   to   the   province/.    to    include

these    in    a    core    funding    formula   would    be   a   duplication/    and

therefore   unwarranted.       The   "trickle   down"   benefits   to   Indians

from  federal   funds   disbursed   for  general   application   is  dispro- a
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portionate|y  low  relative   to  other  Canadian  citizens.     Providing
such  funds  directly  is  probably  the  best  method  to  alleviate  this
condition.

a

The  true  benefit  to  the  provincial  economy  aS  a  Whole   that

results   from  the  high  outflow  of  Indian  money   into  the  regional
econony  has  never  been  adequately  researched/   either  in  terms  of

the  absolute  percentage  of  the  total  Indian  funds/  or  in  terms  of
the   mu|tip|ier   effect   on   the   regional   economy.       Those   studies
that  have   been  done   indicate   that   in  excess  of   95%  of  all  funds

disbursed  to  Indians  quickly  find  their way  into  the  regional  and

provincial  econony.     Bands  should  routinely  check  economic  flows
and  linkages  in  the  context  of  their  colrmunity  Plans.     Statisti-
cal   information  on   the   level  of   both   absolute   spending  and   the

regional   mu|tip|ier   effect,   when   added   for   the   province   as   a

whole/    may   be   an   important   consideration   in   provincial/Indian

negotiations   for  additional  natural   resources  or  more   extensive
land  use  rights.

Because   of   the   above   factors/    and   the   further   assessment

that   a   catch-up  period   is   required   for  Indian  peopleJ   a  Strong
argument  can  be  developed  for  the  position  that  Indian  band  core

funding   should   actually   be   in   excess   of   the  p.e_I   capita   amount

received  by  any  pr'ovince  from  all  federal  sources.

The    second   option   for    funding    that   merits   consideration

relates  the  actual  powers  that  bands  will  choose  to  exercise   to
the  total  funding  requirements  for  band  self-government.
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It   is   likelyJ   for  example,   that  bands  Will  Want  their  band

constitutions   to   recognize   those  powers   which  will   provide   for

control  and  responsibility  in  four  broad  categories..

(a)     general  and  administrative  government  functions,.

(b)     national  programs  -  health,  education,   social
services/.

(a)     unique  Indian  programs,.

(a)     public  works.

The   second   funding   OPtiOn  Would  provide   the   band  with   an  amount

equivalent   to   the   amount   presently   received   by   the   band    for

national    programs/    uni-que    Indian   programs,    public   works,   .and

general  and  administrative  costs  related  to  these  programs.

In  general,  a  statutory  method  Of  funding  Should  be  the  Pre-

ferred  method   for  funding   band  powers   in  all   four   areas   above.

This    probably    presents    nO    difficulty    for    the   Purely    Indian

goverrment  function   listed   in   (a).      However/   the  present  method
of  funding  for  categories   (b),I  (a)/   and   (d)   is  more  difficult  and

contentious.  I   Many   Indians   maintain   that   these   are   not   matters

fo'r  negotiation/.   ratherJ   the  government  has  a  legal  Obligation  tO

provide   all   such   funding.      We   would   suggest   that   the   initial
funding   for   all   four   categories   be   calculated   by   a   statutory
fo]rmu|a.       This   would   provide    at    least   the   minimum   floor   for

funding  that  any  Indian  band  might  expect.     No  Indian  band  should

be  expected  to  adopt  this  system  if  the  bulk  of  its  funding  could
only   be   obtained   by   negotiation   and   agreements/    even   if   these
were  on  a  mu|ti-year  basis.     We  also  suggest  that  an  escalation

O

O
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®

clause/   providing  for  rates  of  inflation/   should  be  incorporated

in  the  initial  funding  formula.     Incremental  amounts  beyond  this

formula  for  deve|opmenta|  purposes  would  be  a  matter  for  negotia-

tion  and  agreement.

A  third  proposal  that  should  be  explored  would  provide  band

funding  on  a  formula  that  is  the  sum  of  the  following  components:.

(a)     the  existing  band  budget  for  all  present  pro-

grams,a

(b)    a  calculated  amount  for  total  administration
and  overhead  costs  incurred  externa||y  to  the
band,.

(a)    a  calculated  per   capita_  equivalent   of  other
federal  programs   for  Indians   (e.g.   DREE,   Man-

power  and   so  on.      Exceptions   might   be   U.I.C.

and  other  personal  payments  which  indian  pea-

pie   receive   from  other  departments   strictly
as  individuals) /.

(a)     a  discretionary  incremental  amount  for  devel-
opmenta|  purposes   in  the  order  of  log  of   (a)
+   (b)   +   (a)/    to   be   obtained   by   negotiation

and  agreement.
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3. 2    Pug_e_tary  IE!B±iS_atiO-n±

NISEDC  has  reviewed/   in  a  Very  Preliminary  and  general  Way,

some  implications  of  the  funding  proposals.

In  the  first  place,  as  a  matter  Of  Policy,  the  total  trans-
fer  of   all  programs   to  Indian  bands   Should   be  Planned   in  Such  a

way  that  there   is  no  increase   in  the  total  expenditure  on  these

programs  at  the   time  of   transfer.     Even  under  a  generous   inter-
pretation   of  what   constitutes   administration   and   overhead,   the
NISEDC   Flow-of-Funds   study   indicates   that   more   than   |05  million

dollars  are  expended  each  year  to  the  administrative  and  overhead

account.     1thi|e  this  is  in  the  nOIrma|  range  that  One  might  expect

of  a  governmental  department,  other  indicators  make  it  reasonable

to  assume  that  a  significant  reduction  in  this  component  is  pos-

sible  when  control  and   responsibility  are   transferred   to  bands.
It   is  true/   of  courseJ   that  in  any  transfer  Of  reSPOnSibi|itieSJ

duplicate   organizations    result.       A   true    saving    can   only   be

achieved  if  the  growth  of  new  Indian  organizations  is  accompanied

by   a   corresponding   reduction   in   gove-ment   bureaucracy.       Such

saving   can   then   be   utilized    in   more   deve|opmenta|   ways   at   no

overall  incremental  cost  in  the  transfer.

In   the   second   place/    it   is   surely   possible   for   bands   to

re-allocate  a  significant  proportion  of  existing  funding  in  more
deve|opmenta|  ways.      For  example:      (a)   social  assistance   funding

can   be   re-programmed    into   deve|opmenta|    funding/.     (b)    spending

priorities  can  be  re-arranged  by  modifying  or  eliminating  exist-

a
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ing     non-deve|opnenta|    programs    wherever    possible;     and,     (a)

programs   and   structures   can  be   amalgamated/aggregated   by   groups
of   bands®

a

There   are   many   creative   ways   to   transfer  present   spending

fran  remedial  to  preventative  and  deve|opmenta|  programming.     The

point    is.that   greatly    incre;sea    emphasis    must    be    placed    on
obtaining  deve|opmental   funding  by  a  thorough  examination  of  all

spending  priorities  and  a  reallocation  of  funds.

Even  with  persistent  efforts  by  bands  to  save  c)n  the  admin-

istration   and   overhead   account,    and/or    to    re-allocate    their
spending  priorities/   it   is  still  likely  that  bands  will  require
additional  funding  for  deve|opmental  activities.     It  will  not  be

possible  in  the  short  and. medium-term  to  eliminate  completely  the
ever  increasing  and  incremental  costs  of  remedial  programs.      The

maximum  amount   that  will   be   necessary   for  development  purposes/

however/    is   contro||ab|e   by   the   rate   of   expansion   of   the   new
self-goverriment   policy   to   bands   and   the   time   period   over  which

community   plans   are   implemented.       Both   of   these   can   be   accom-

modated    to   the   Departmental   or   Government   resources    that   are

avai|ab|e®

Moreoverp   if  these  deve|opmenta|  principles  are  sound,   bands

will  generate  their  own  revenues.     To  the  extent  that  these  reve-
nues   contribute   to  the  self-sufficiency  of  the  Indian  commu-nity/

this  should  be  a  factor  in  the   Departmental  allocations  made   to

bands®
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3.3    P_rOgram  Imp|icatiPng-

once  a  band  has  agreed  to  accept  its  funding  on  the  basis  of

self-government,   it  would   no   longer   "receive"   programs   from  the

nepartment   unless   it   specifically   decided   to    "purchase"    them.

The   band   would   Cease   tO   be   a   Passive   recipient   Of   government

services.     Instead,   it  would  have  the  power  tO  Choose  for  itself
from   among   the   available   ideas/    ski||s,    and   services   that   it
feels   would   best   improve   conditions   on   its   reserve.       It   would

have   the   freed6m   to   design   services   to   be   provided   by   its   own

band   members®        In   the    interim/    the   band   could   choose   from   a

variety  of  sources  offering  assistance  in  the  areas  of  education,
social   services/   public  works/   housin.g/   planning/   technical   and

financial   expertise/   and  so  on.      It  could  purchase   the  services

it  requires  either  from  the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs  or.from

other  federal  government  departments/   from  the  provinces  or  from

private   companies/    from   its   own   Indian   organizations   or   from
non-profit  foundations  and  professional  associations.

A|ternative|y/   the  band   could  delegate   this  power/   and   the

control  of  the  necessary  funds   that  goes  with  it/   to  DIAND  or  to

other   institutions/   and   ask   that   it  be  exercised   for   the   band.
The   band   lrould   have   the   right   to   recall   this  power  on   its   own

initiative  when  it  is  ready  to  exercise  it.

These   new   methods   of   funding   for   Indian   band   governments/

and    new    freedoms    in    spending    band    func]s/     imply    significant

changes   in  the  relationship  of  bands   to  Indian  political  organi-
zations.      It   should   be   clear   that  eventually/   as  TnOre   bands  Opt a
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for   self-goverrment,    the   funding   for   these  political   organiza-
tioris    at    national     and     territorial/provincial     levels     will
originate. with   their   constituents   --   the   Indian   communities   --

rather  than  with  Government  as  is  now  the  caseo

3.4    The  Issue  of  Accountabi|it

There  has  been  an  increased  emphasis  on  the_ need  for  accOun-

tability  within  the  federal  government  system.     This  theme  perme-

ates   the   report  of   The   Royal   Commission   on   Financial   Management

and  Accountabi|ity  (the  Lambert  Report)  and  is  the  foundation  for

many   of    its    recommendations.        Tc)   a    certain    extent/    the    new

governmentls  recent  initiatives  with  regard  to  the  re-structuring
of  both  the  Cabinet  Committee  system  and  the  expenditures  process

reflect  a  strong  commitment  to  increase  accountability  within  the

federal  government.

Strengthened  accountability   is  closely  linked  to  the  propo-

sals    recommended    in    this    report    for    Indian    selfngovernment.

Concurrent    with     increased    powersJ     responsibilities  . and     the

certainty  of   funding   for   band   governments/   is   the   necessity   to

improve   accountabi|ity.      Just  as   the  Minister  for  DIAND  will   be

increasingly  accountable  to  Parliament  for  his  appropriations  and
results   achieved,   so  too  will  be  Indian  band  governments.     While

the  reference  point  for  accountabi|ity   (be   it  the  overall  level
of   funding   or   the   achievement  of   specific  program  results)   will
vary  at  each   level   in  the  accountability  chain  --   from  parlia-
ment/   through   Cabinet/   through   the  bureaucracyp   and   through  band
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goverrments     and     individua|!    Indians     --     the     importance     of
I

accountability    will    be    constantly    reaffirmed,    especially    in
®

periods  of  fiscal  restraint.

very  complex  and  voluminous   regulations  and  procedures  have

evolved    out    of    interpretations    as    to   how   responsibility    to
parliament    for    expenditures,   in    the    Indian    Program    must    be

exercised.    These   regulations   apply   Primarily   tO   the   method   Of
obtaining   funds  and  the  control  and  use  to  which  such  funds  are

put. we   feel   that   a  concern  with,   a.nd   judgment  of,   the  actual

improvements    in socio-economic    conditions    achieved    in    Indian

communities  would   be  a  much  better  yardstick  of  how  the  respon-

sibi|it to  Parliament  has  been  fulfilled.     This  approach  differs
fundamentally    from    the    existing   preoccupation   with    financial

controlsa

The   point   has   been   made   that   Indian   governments   have   been

ineffective  because  they  have   been  denied   the   necessary  author-

ity/    responsibility/    and    I_esources.        Indian   governments   will

continue  to  remain  powerless  under  any  new  proposal,   if  the  regu-

lations   and  .controls   on   obtaining   and   disbu.rsing   funds   become

another  way  of  denying  them  real  -power.      similarly/   band  governT

ments    must   be    given    the    right    to   develop    their   own   program

standards   lest  these  also  bet;one  a  new  way  of  denying  them  real

PC)Wer.

a
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Therefore/   NISEDC  strongly  recommends  that  a  complete  review

of  this  matter  be  carried  out  to  develop:

O

(a)     a   streamlined   and   simplified   method   of   ob-
taining  band  funding,.

(b)    a  corporate  type  of  financial  control  system/
structured  to  provide  both  financial  account-
ing   data   and   management   accounting   informa-

tion/   which   is  acceptable  to  all  parties   to
the  financing  agreement,.  and,

(a)    effectiveness  yardsticks/   wherever  possible/
to  be  incorporated   into  a  revised  system  for
Parliamentary  appropriations  for  Indian  pro-

grams.
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3.5     Im |ementation

Extensive  study  and  Participation  by  Government,   bands,   and

Indian  organizations  are  Preparatory   tO  Obtaining  Cabinet  appro-
val  for  the  principle  of   Indian  se|fngovernment.      Once   approval

is  forthconing/   staff  work  can  begin  pn  the  drafting  of  enabling

legislation.      The   passage   of   legislation   begins   the   important

phase  of  imp|ementation.             I

The  distinctive  characteristic  Of  the  first  Phase  Of   imPle-
mentation   should   be    cautionJ    Preparation   and   gradua|iSm.       To

implement  properly   the  powers   that   the   bands   need   will   require

thorough  consid'eration  of:

(a)     the   governing   and   administrative   structures
that  should  apply  to  such  reserves,.

(b)     the    necessary    legislative/     financial/     and
other    regulatory    controls    that    they    will
apply  to  themselves;  and

(c)     the  preparation/  education/  and  training  that
Indian  people  will   need   in  order  to  provide

their  own  effective  government.

To  test  principles  and  to  resolve  other  complex  issues   that
have   caused   delays   in   the   approaches   tried   to  date,   NISEIX:   sug-

gests  that  the  pL-OPOSa|  for  Indian  se|fngovernment  be  imp|emented
in  a  limited  way  in  a  specific  geographic  region.

O

f5

O
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"     The   Union   of   Nova   Scotia   Indians   is   one   Indian   group   in

canada  to  have  submitted  a  specific  proposal  for  self--government.

The   Unionls   proposal   specifies   Several   required   band  powers.     A

review  of   these   powers   indicates   that   they   are/   in'  fact,   only
those  powers  necessary  to  enable  bands  to  control,  and  be  respon-
sible  for/   their  economies  and  political  institutionso     The  Nova

Scotia  proposal  advocates  the  right  to  exercise  those  powers  that

have,   up  to  now,   been  exercised   by  DIAND.      It   is   certainly  con-

sistent  with  Canadals  federal  system  of  government.     If  the  pro-

posal  for  Indian  se|fngovernment  is  acceptable  to  Government,   we
suggest   that   Nova   Scotia   might   be   chosen   as   the   demonstration

area   once   the   task   group   has   completed   all   of   the   necessary

planning  work.

Under   our   se|fngovernment   proposals/    bands   would   have   the

following  options:

(a)     No   band   would   be   obligated   to   accept   self-

gaverrment,.

(b)     Every  band  could  opt  for  any  position  -  from
the   st_a_t_ps  _qqo of  the  present  Indian  Act   (as

amended),   to  the  full  option  of  band  powers/

or  any  step   in  between,.

(a)     No  band  would  be  asked  to  accept  any  proposal

to   take  on  additional  responsibilities  with-
Out  the  necessary  authority  and  fundingJ.  and,
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(a)     Any   band   could  delegate   its  powers  Partly  Or
totally   to   DIAND  or   to   other   institutions/
but  would   retain  sole   recall 'rights  when   it
wished  to  exercise  the  powers  itself.

In   the  process  of   transferring  powers   tO  bands  Who  OPt  for

selfngovernment,    there   must   be   a   very   careful   delineation   of
which   rights   and   powers   are  lbeing   discharged   to   bands   by   the

federal  government/   and  which  rights  and  powers  will  remain  with

the  Minister  as  residual  responsibilities.     The  political  Commit-

ment   to   Indian  se|fngovernment  must  not,   in  any  way,   be   inter-

preted   as   relieving   the  Government  and  DIAND  Qf   legal,   COnStitu-
tiona|/   statutory/   treaty/  and  customary  responsibilities  to  all
bands.      Those   responsibilities   should  only  be  changed   by  mutual

consent  and  the   changes   incorporated   into   the   formal   agreements

made     between     the     Minister     and     the     bands     that     opt     for

se|fngoverrment.

i

O
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4.      Constitutional  Considerations

The   constitutional  aspects   of   Indian   self-government   raise
serious  questions  as  to  the  protection  afforded  Indians  by  clause
S9|(24)    of    the    Constitutiono        This   clause/    for   example/    can

support  a  restrictive  piece  of  legislation  such  as  the Indian  Act

and  yet,  apparently/   can  also  provide  for  full  band  powers  under
the  proposed   legislative   revisions to  the  Indian  Act.      If   this
clause   lends    itself   to   such   widely   divergent   interpretationJ
clearly  it  affords  inadequate  protection  to  Indian people.

NISEne   is   aware  of   the   long   series   of   discussions   between

Indians  and  Government  on  the  very  complex  subject  6f  the  protec-

tion   afforded   by   the   Constitution.       Many   important   points   of

principle  have  been  raised  that  are  difficult  for  either  side  to
concede.     Although  there  has  been  considerable  progress  recently
with  regard  to  the  full  participation  of  Indian  people  in  consti-
tutional   discussionsJ   there   are   Still  -SOme   unreSO|Ved   questions

in- the  debate  over  the  relationship  between  constitutional  issues
and   Indian  self..qgoverrmento      These  questions   are   illustrated  by

the  following:

(a)     How  does   power   and   authority   flow   to   Indian
-bands?      Many   Indian   groups   claim   they   have
'never   lost   sovereigntyo        They   have    simply

been  unable   to  exercise   their  powers  through

the   lack   of   resoulrces   --   land,   people/   and
capital.      Governments,   on   the   contrary,   in-
gist  that  people  have  only  those  rights  that
are  granted  by  Parliament.
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(b)     Regardless   of   how   band   Powers   are   derived,
what  measures  are   required   to  protect   these

powers   from   future   external   and   capricious
action?

(a)   -Is   it   better   to   exercise  powers,   regardless
of  how  they  are  derived,  than  not  to  exercise

powers  at  all?

(a)     Is   it  better   to  exercise   Powers   unPrOteCted
by   the  constitution/   initially,   than  not  to
exercise  them  at  all, lunless  they  are  consti-
tutiona||y  enshrined?

This  problem  of  constitutional  protection  must  be  resolved.

As    constitutional    revision    will    be.   a    |eTlgthy    PrOCeSSJ     the

exercise  of  powers   by   bands   under   the   new  enabling   legislation

for  self-government  would   be  a  more  practical   first  step  and   a

preferable    alternative     to    waiting     for     the     resolution    of
constitutional    issues.       Indeed,    the   enabling   legislation   that

I

would    recognize    band    powers   lwou|d    likely    be    necessary    for

constitutional  discussions  in  any  case.

An  important  point  is  that  any  retention  of  full  Ministerial
discretion  to  disallow  band  constitutions,   to  have  an  unfettered
and   unreviewable   right   to   approve   or   reject   band  proposa|sJ   Or

unilaterally   to   change   them,   would   be   intolerable.      Therefore/-
I

these   and   other   matters   could    be    included    in   constitutional
discussions  between  Indian  people  and  Government/DIAND. O
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5.        Ex enditures  as  Investment

It  flows  as  a  natural  COnSequenCe  Of  the  entire  analysis  Of

Indian  Band  government that  Government  fundin of  Indian

must  be  converted  from  a  mode  of  funding  necessary  social  costs/

to  one  of  investment  in  the  economic  health  and  social  well-bein

of   Indian   communities/   and   the   COunt

O

O

as   a  who|e®      As   invest-

ments/   public  expenditures  will  have  to  be  justified  in  terms  of
creating  wealth  in  their  own  right  by:

(a)     reducing    the    escalating    costs    of    remedial
service  programs ,.

(b)     creating      a     self-generating      capacity      to
finance   individual   and   community  activities;

and,

(c)     converting    an    unproductive    sector    of    the
Canadian  economy  into  a  productive  ohe.

The  concept  of  government  expenditures  as  investments  is  the

financial   correlate   of   the   concept  of  development  based  on  com-

munity  socio-economic  planning.
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PART  IV=      REQUIREMEIITS  ron  CIIANGE

i.       Introduction

2.       Roles  and  Objectives

3.       Elements  of  Strategy

4.       Elements  of  Organization

5.       Process  Considerations
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REQUIREMENTS   ron  CEIANGE

1.      Introduction

"It   is   useful/   as   an   introduction   tO   this   Section   Of   the

report/   to  summarize  our  perception  of  the  problem  facing  Indian

people  and  the  Government  of  Canada.

O

®

The   activities  of   the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs  are  not

producing  overall  improvement  in  the  socio-economic  conditions  of
Indian  people.      The  Department   is   not  achieving   its   own   stated

objectives.     NISEDC  is  convinced  that  substantial   improvement  on

reserves  will  never  be   attained  as  long  as  Government  officials
continue   to   believe   that   Indian   people   and   Indian   communities

require  only  those  services  which  conventional  wisdom  dictates  to

be  necessary  for  the  resolution  of  social  and  economic  problems.

The   key   to   changing   this.unsatisfactory   situation   is   for
Government   to  recognize   that   Indians   have   the   capacity   and   the

desire  to  provide  for  their  own  needs.     Government  must  make   the

necessary    commitment    to   provide    Indians    with    the    authority/

responsibility/   and   resourcesJ   SO   that  they  are   free   tO  develop
and  provide  the  services   that  they  themselves  decide   they  need.
Further/     Indian    organizations    have    to    decide    whether    their

adopted  role  of  constant  political  opposition  is  compatible  with
the  potential  positive  contribution  they  could  make  towards  work-
ing  out  so|utions  at  the  grass-roots   level.      Indian   bands  will
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also  have   to  accept  much  greater  responsibility  and  be  account-

able  for  results  achieved.

As   far  as   the  Department   is   concerned,   all  of   its  present

activities   fall   into   the   categolry   Of   designing   and   delivering
Departmentally-defined   Programs   tO   Indians   and,    in   many   cases,

include  the  transfer  to  bands  of  the  administration  of  programs.

This   ]mode   of   operation   and: role   Of   the   Department   is   characte-

rized   as   administration   and   control   --   administration   of   ser-
vices/   and  control  of  the  quality  and  content  of  these  services.
It    follows    that    the   management    Structure/    legislative    base/

operating  style/  planning  mechanisms,   and  resource  systems  of  the

Department  are  geared  to  support,   and  tO  reinforce/.this  mode  Of

administration  and  control.

In  order  to  achieve  the  kind  of  change  required  to  alter  the
sad   history   of   Indian  people   in   this   countryJ   the  Department|s

role  and  mode  of  operation  must  be  changed  to  one  of  developmen-

tal   assistance  and   support  for  Indian  people  designing  and  pro-
viding  their  own  programs  and  services.     The  cooperation  of  other

federal  government  departments  will  be  essential  in  this  process.
Curious|y/   Indian  Affairs  has  already  adopted  this  deve|opmenta|

orientation   in  the  statement  of   its  goals  and  objectives.     How-
ever/    the    department/    because   of    its    current    structural    and

operational   framework,   has   been  unable  to  carry  these  objectives
into  practice.

A   number   of   current   initiatives   within   the   Department   are

conlpatib|e  with  its  required  new  role.     In  the  absence  of  funda-

a
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mental    change,    however/    these    initiatives   -,will    ultimately   be

compromised  by  the  overall  structural   imperative  of   the  present

system   to   administer   and   control.       To   the   extent   that   these
initiatives   are   des,igned   to   overcome   the   contr:diction   between

the  Departmentls  structure  and  its  stated  objectives/   they  should
be   encouraged.I      They   should   not   be   subject- tQ   a   Struggle.for

survival   in  an   inhospitable  environment.     Indeed,   an  environment

conducive   to   creativity   is   one   characterized   by   tolerance   and

consideration  of  ideas  contrary  to  the  prevailing  mode.
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2.       Roles  and  Ob ectives

In  order  to  achieve  the  Objective  Of  Significant  improvement

in   the   social   and   economic   conditions   of   Indian  people/   NISEIf

reconrmends   to   the   Minister lof   Indian  Affairs;   and   to   the   Presi-

dent   of   the   NIB,   a   majorlchange   in   the   roles   of=       (a)    Indian

communities/.   (b)   the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs/.  and   (a)   Indian

organizations.     These  changes  of  roles  are  as  fo||ows=

(a)    A  transformation  in  the   role  of  band  govern-
ments   from  political   bodies   acting   for  DIAND

to   political   organizations   designed   by   and

for    Indian    people/     and    endowed    with    all

powers  and  responsibilities  necessary  to  give
Indian      communities      control      over      their

affairs®

(b)    A   transformation   in   the   role   of   the.Depart-
ment  of  Indian  Affairs  from  an  administrative

and  control  agency/   "to  manage  the  affairs  of

Indians", ,  to   a   supportivlJ=   and   resource-Pro-

viding  agency  for  development.

(a)     A  change   in  the   role  of   the   Indian  national/

provincial/   and   territorial   associatiorlS/   tO
respond  to   the   transfo]rmation  of   the   Depart-

ment   and    the    powers    to  'be    vested    in   band

governments.

O

O
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This  change  in  roles  Observes  the  following  key  Principles:

(a)     the   primacy   of   the   Indian   community   in   all
developmenta|  efforts,.

(b)    the  absolute  requirement  for political  autho-
rity  and  responsibility  at  the   level  of   the
community   (band   government)   to  determine   the

nature  and  the  timetable  of  development; -and/

(a)    the  transfer  of  control  over  the.resources  of
land    and    capital/    as    well    as    over    human

\

resource     development,     from    non-Indian     to -

Indian  institutions®

These   principles    are    compatible   with    statements   made    by

senior   civil   servants   within   DIAND  and   the   federal   bureaucracy

and   with   speeches   made   by   Ministers   speaking   on   behalf   of   the

Government  of  Canada.     FurthermoreJ   the  PO|iCy  Of  the.Progressive

Conservative  Party  for  native  peoples  has  been  stated  as  follows:

®

"The   needs,    aspirations   and   development   re-
quirements  of  native  communities  are  far  too
varied   to  be  handled  effectively  by  a  large/
centralized  bureaucracy  in  Ottawa.     The  focus
of   attention/    resources   and   policy   control
must   be   shifted   in   order   to   allow   federal
policies   in   the   field   of   Indian  Affairs   to
respond  more  effectively  to  band  initiatives.

Policies   and   programs   affecting   native   peo-
ples  should,   to  the  fullest  extent  possib|eJ
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be   devised,   managed,   and   delivered   by  native
people.

It   is   of   primary   COnCern   that  Public   funds
should  benefit  native  communities  as  directly
as  possible.

we  recognize  that  a  variety  of  structures  and
systems   are  needed   to  ensure  that  social  and
economic  programs  meet  the  disparate  needs  of
native  communities  across  the  land.

We  recognize  the   importance  of   land  and  com-
munity     as     fundamental    principles     in    the
development  of  native  policy".

We  presume  that  the  policy  of  the  Progressive   Gc)nservative  Party

has   not   changed   now   that   the   Party   has   become   the   Government.

This    policy    conforms    to    our    conclusions    and    recolrmendatiOnS

regarding  Indian  self-government  and  community-based  planning.

a
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3.       Elements  of  Strafe

In  order  to  realize  the  objective  Of.  improvement   in  reserve

conditions/   NISEac   proposes   a   strategy   consisting   of   four   main

and  inter-related  elements:

Element  i:     The  introduction  of  Indian  self-government,.

Element  2:     The  introduction  of  community-based  planning  and

deve|opment,.

Element  3:     The   provision   and   use   of   resources   for   socio-

economic  development:     land,   labour  and  capital;

Element  4:     The   establishment   of   a   change   mechanism   within

the  Department  to  aC:t  as  a  nerve  centre  to  faci-

|itate  all  the  above  activities®.

Strate Element  i :     Indian  Self-Government

The  proposal   for   Indian   se|fngovernment  has   been   discussed

at  length  in  Part  Ill  of  this  report.    Under  this  proposal/  bands
will   have    the   authority   to   design/    administer/    and    implement

programs   for  social  and  economic  development.     In  order  to  carry
out   their   new   responsibilities,    bands   will   need   adequate   re-

sources.       Several   funding   options   have   been   suggested   for  more

detailed   consideration.       The   new   funding   arrangements   and   new

freedoms   in   spending   imply   significant   changes   in   the   relation-

ship  of  bands  to  government  agencies  and  their  own  organizations/
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in   that  bands  would   be   free   to  select  and  purchase  out  of  their

own   budgets   the   services   that   they   feel   would   best   meet   their

needs®

our  discussion  of  band  gove-ment  has  focused  on  the  powers

and   resources   needed   to   govern   at   the   level   of   the   community.

since  bands  are  materia||yllaffected  by  events  and  policies  beyond

the  reserve/   attention  has  to  be  directed  to  the  exercise  of  band

powers  under  selfngovernment  with  regard  to  national  and  provin-
cial   issues®

Itls   fair   to   say   that,    in   general/    Indian   bands   across

Canada   have   not   developed   either   a   strong   awareness   of,    or   a

significant   involvement   in/   the   events   and  policies   beyond   the

reserve   that   affect   them.      They   have/    in   fact,   abdicated   this

responsibility  to  their  political  organizations/   which  have  been
funded   directly   by  Government.     For  whateve'r  reasons/   bands   have

not  exercised  to  any  great  extent  their  authority  to  question  the

structure/   the  mode   of   operation/   or  the  effectiv.eness  of   their
Indian  organizations  in  representing  their  interests  in  Ottawa  or

in  the  provincial  capitals.

This   situation   has   to   change.       Indian   se|fngovernment   is

meaningless   unless   the   bands   decide   the   nature   and   foirm   of   the

representation   they   require,    and   fund   their   political   or?ani-
zations  accordingly.

We   have    already   emphasized    elsewhere    in    the    report    that

without  authority/   responsibility,   and  resources  barldS  are  O'Veily
O
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dependent   on  Government.      If,   under   Self-government,   bands   take

on  authority/   responsibility/   and  resources  and  delegate  all  of
these   to   Indian   political   Organizations   On   national/Provincial
issues  with  no  provisions  for  accountability,   they  will  be  trad-

ing   one   kind   of   dependency   for   another.      In   the   future,   bands

must  clearly  decide  on  the  nature  and  limits  of  the  powers  they
delegate  to  their  political  organizations  and,  most  importantly,
they  must  agree  on  how  they  wish  accountabi|ity  to  be   exercised

and   cormunicated.      These  matters   cannot  be  Pushed   under   the   rug

any  longer.

It  should  be  obvious  that/   under  Self-government/   the  roles

and   functions   of   Indian  political   organizations   have   to   change

just   as   fundamentally   as   the   changes   that  will   be   required   for
the  Department  of  Indian  Affairs.     There  should  no  longer  be  any

doubt  as  to  who  now  "makes  policy  for  the  socio-economic  develop-

ment  of   Indian  bands".      The  answer   is   clears      the   bands   develop

their  own  polio The   role   of   DIAND,   the  NIB,   and   provincial/

territorial   organizations   is   to   facilitate   and   assist   in   this

process..    Indian  bands  may  themselves  decide  that  several  import-
ant   governing   or   planning   functions   may   best   be   performed   by

district    councils/    regional   councils/    or - Indian   organizations

different  from  those  that  currently  exist.     A|te-ative|y/   they
may   delegate   certain  policy. making  powers   to  existing  political

organizations      under      specified      terms      and      provisions      of

accountabi|ity.

Under   their   present   structure   and   mandate/I   organizations

such  as   the  NIB  wish   to  control   both   the  substantive  process  of

policy  making   and  play  the  political  adversary  role  at   the   same
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tine'      The   political  posturing   that  has   occurred   has   compouncled

the  difficulties  of  policy  development.     The  self-evident  result

for  Indian  people  has  been  the   failure  of  both  the  NIB  and  DIAND

to  bring  about  substantial  improvements  in  the  human  condition  in

Indian  communities  all  across  the  count]ry.

An  entirely  different  Indian  organization/  separate  from  the -

political   |obbying  organization/   may  have   to  be  created  for  all
policy  and  program  development  functions.     This  new  organization
should  have  at  least  the  following  characteristics:

-  a  thorough  knowledge  of   the  workings  of  Government  and  an

understanding   of   governmental   priorities/    against   which
Indian  priorities  can  be  evaluated;

-  an    ability    to    develop    professional    and    good    working

relationships  with! Government,.
-  an     analytical     capability     to     submit     well-researched

substantive  propos'a|s   to  Govemment  and   to  evaluate   such

proposals  done  by  others,.
-  a  capability  for  continuous  review  of  objectives  to  ensure

that    the    organization    remains    on    a    course    that    is
acceptable  to  its  constituents.

A  fundamental  reviewll of  the  relationship  of  bands  to  the  NIB

arld   to   their  provincial   and   territorial   organizations   is  .abso-
l-ute|y  necessary  and  overdue.     There  are  very  serious  barriers  of

attitude/   structure/  and  factiona|ism  in  the  Indian  world.     These
must  be  faced  by  Indian  people  with  unflinching  frankness.  if  any

improvement  is  to  be  achieved  for  Indian  people.
I

'l
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Element  2:     Community-Based    Planninq    and    Develop-

ment

The  title   "community-based  Planning  and  deVe|OPment"  answers

two  questions:     who  does  the  planning?     The  community.     What  kind

of   planning?     Developmental.      The   idea  of  plan'ning   for  develop-

ment   suggests   a  way   of   organizing   resources   and   activities,   so

that  harmony   and  balance  are  achieved   among  all  of   |ifels  major

sectors  --  economic/  political/   social/   and  educational.     Rather
than    segmenting    resources    and    activities    along    conventional

program  divisions/   deve|opmenta|   planning   that   is   generated   E]|
the   conmunity   ought   to   be   ho|istic/   and   contain   within   it   the

communityls  vision  of  its  own  future.

The  planning  process   creates   the   opportunity   for  people  to

take   responsibility   for   the   direction   of   the   evolution   of   the
community.     It  begins  where  the  people  and  the  problems  are.     It

permits  people  to  experiment/  and  to  find  out  what  works  and  what
doesnlt   work   in  achieving   desired  goals.      It  encourages   them  to

develop     motivation/      technical      ski|1s/      and      experience      in

deve|opmenta|   activity.      It   often   sets   the   conditions   in  which
individual  self-respect  and  social  identity  can  develop.     Because

the  lives  of  individuals  and  communities  are  directly  affected  by

decisions   made   on   socio-economic   development,    the   people    must

decide    the   prioritiesJ    the    rate    at   Which    they   Can   adapt   tO

change/   and   the   improvements   they  wish   to  attain/   as   judged   by

their  own  standards®

The    acceptance    of    the.   responsibility    fclr    deve|opmenta|

planning   by   bands   will   be   a   major   force   for   change   in   Indian
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cormunities.       whether   or   not   bands   opt   for   full   local. se|f-

gove-ment    (and   some   bands   may   not   vyish   to   do   so   immediately),
every   band   should   have   the   option   to   undertake   community  plan-

ning.     Every  band  should  be  encouraged  tO-develop  and  implement  a

comprehensive   community   plan.      Those   bands   who   do   not  yet   feel

ready,  for   se|fngovernment,    and   who   choose   only   the    community

planning   option/   will   continue   under   the  present   administrative
system   of   the    Department.        They   will   gain   some   autonony   and

flexibility   in  funding/   developing   and  delivering  socio-economic

programs.        They   will   not,    however/    have    the    same   powers    and

political   authority  as   those   bands  who  opt  for  self-government.
For  example/   they.will  not  have  the  powers  to  institute  taxation/

develop   financial   institutions/   or  control  reserve  land  and  band
capital.        Some   modifications    to   social   programs    of    national

application   (health,   education/   and  welfare)   could   be  partially

incorporated  into  the  community  plan/   but  full  political  control

to   re-structure   these   programs    in   a   fundamental   way   would   be

reserved  for  bands  opting  for  se|fngovernment.

The    financial    agreements    between    bands    and    the    federal

government  for  community  planning  and  imp|ementation  could  follow
methods   similar   to   those  ,suggested   for   the   financing   of   Indian

se|fngovernment.         The    obvious    difference    would    be    -that    the

amounts   available    for   community   planning   would   be   smaller   and

a-onsistent   with   the   lesser   extent   of   the   powers   that   would   be

exercised  under  the  community  planning  option.

An   important  policy   issue  that  arises   is   the  definition  of
what  will   constitute -an   acceptable   community  plan.      Th.e   Depart-

ty

a
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ment   must   relinquish   its   veto   right   over   what   constitutes   "an

acceptable   plan"   on   its   terms   and   according   tO   ±±g  Standards.

This   does   not   imply   that   the   imP|ementatiOn   Of   COmmunity   Plans

will  be  independent  of  the  available  resources,   as  negotiated   in

financial    agreements.        what    we    suggest    is    that    communities

develop  plans/  with  the  financial  support  of  the   Department/   and

with   technical   and  advisory  services  upon  request.      In  the  plan
itself,   certain  agreed   upon  minimum  standards   for  the  provision

of   basic   human   needs   would   be   negotiated   with   the   Department.

Beyond   this   minima||y   prescribed   framework, the   band   would   de-

fi_n_e  what  constitutes  _productive  services,  projects,   and  activi-

ties.     Some  bands  may  wish  to  continue  with  present  Departmental

programs/     but    they    should    be    provided    with    information    and
encouraged  to  consider  their  own  alternatives.

In  the   imp|ementation  of   community-based  planning,   unfortu-

nate   experiences   will    inevitably   occur/    but   bands    should    be

permitted  to  learn  from  their  experience.     The  "mistakes"  made  by
bands  only  have   local  consequences/   whereas  mistakes  made   in   the

overall   Indian  Program  have  had  national  consequences/   have  been

very    costly/    and    have    often    resulted    in    the    withdrawal    of

programs  with  no  provision  for  satisfactory  alternatives.

If   community-based  planning   is   imp|emented,   eventually   the

Department   will   be   transformed   from   a   large   radical   monopoly/

delivering   "packaged"  programs  designed  to  cope  with  s]xpptoms  of

social  distress/   into  a  much  smaller  agency  providing   "tools  for

deve|opmentw.
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we   recommend   that   a   3-5  year  period   be   allowed   for   demon-

stration/  experimentation/   and  testing  of  this  community  planning
:process  and  the  Departmentls  response  tO  it.     After  this  3-5  year

period,   the  option  should  become  available  to  all  Indian  communi-
ties  across  Canada.

Strate Element  3:   I  Resources    for   Socio-Economic    Develop-
I ment

It   is   a   self-evident   proposition   in   deve|oprenta|   theory
that   no   amoinnt   of   rational   analysis   or   comprehensive   planning

will  produce  development  without  the  availability  and  proper  use

of   land,   people/   and  capital/   and   the  mobility  of  these  factors
of  production.      Therefore/   in   the   recommendations   we   are  making

for   socio-economic   development/   we   regard   it   as   essential   that

Government   lend  high  priority   in   its   strategic  planning   to   the
following  factors=

(i)      Land

Much  greater  emphasis   should  be  given  within  the  tripartite

process  to  increasing  the  access  to  productive  resources  on  Crown
Lands   for   the   "have   notm   bands.      For   those   bands   who   are   well-

endowed  with  natural  resources/   attention  needs  to  be  directed  to

more  productive  and   imaginative  ways  to  develop  these  resources.

Increasing   regulations   on   the   use   of   Crown   lands/   combined

with  encroachments   by   Don-Indians  on  lands   traditionally  used  by

a
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Indians,    have   severely   undermined   the   use   and   Productivity   Of

these   lands.       The   federal   government,    through   its   established

mechanisms/   should   take  a  more  aggressive   stance  on  the  develop-I

ment,   by   the  provinces/   of   economic   and   resource   policies   that

affect  Indian  communities  Or  that  COuld  be  Of  benefit  tO  them.

Indian  Affairs  should  have  a  policy  tO  assist  bands  in  land  .

acquisition/   development,    land   use   planning/  -and   the   design   of

legal     safeguards     against     adverse     social     and     environmental
impacts.      Those   bands   that   take   on   new  governmental  powers/   and

wish   to   institute   bilateral   discussions   with   the   provinces   on
these   subjectsJ    Should   be   encouraged   tO   dO   SO   and   be   Provided  ,

with  legal  and  technical  advice.

(2)     People

The   resources  and   time   required   for  communities   to  prepare

themselves   for  the  acceptance  of  new  responsibilities  and  duties

have   never   been   recogn-i-zed   or   understood.       Many   programs   have

foundered  because  of  this  deficiency.     The  Indian  Program  should

be  aware  of  the  need  to  provide  support  and  assistance  to  commu-

nities   to  enable  them  to  include  the  required  preparation  as  an

essential  ingredient  in  their  community  plans.     Bands  should  also

consider  it  as  a  factor  in  determining  the  rate  at  which  they  can
assume  governing  responsibilities.

In  terms  of  the  potential  ski||s  and  experience  required  by

the  labour  force  of  any  Indian  community,   it  must  also  be  recog-

nized   that   any   technical   and   managerial   expertise  which   can   be
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gained  off   the  reserve   can  be  an.important  asset   in  the  process
of   community   planning   and   imp|ementation.       Consequently,    there

should     be     no     barriers     imposed     by     the     Department     to     the

off-reserve  acquisition  of  such  ski||s  by  band  members.

The   very   low   percentage   of   Indian   people   in   the   federal

public  service/   and  the  even  lower  participation  rates  of  Indian
people    in   provincial/municipal   governments   and   in   the   private
sector/   is   unacceptable.      These   rates  will  not   be   increased   by

present  governmental  policy  or  by  voluntary  actions.     Inasmuch  as
Canada  has  endorsed  the  principle  of  affirmative  action  in  inter-

national   forums/    the   time   is   overdue   for   similar   action   to   be

taken  on  behalf  of  the  Indian  people  in  Canada.

We    therefore    re_commend,    particularly    in    those    areas   .of

exclusive  federal   jurisdiction   (including  the  Territories)/   that
federal   affirmative   action   statutes   be  enacted.     we  also  recom-
mend   that   a   serious   examination   be   undertaken   of   those   areas

where   jurisdiction   is   shared   with  provincial   governments'      such

an  examination  should  lead  to  legislation  aimed  at  producing   the

following  results :

-  proportionate  numbers  of   Indian  people   in  private   sector

employment,   where I qualified   Indians   are   available,.   where

there  are  no  qualified   Indians/   concrete  plans   should   be

made  to  train  the  requisite  numbers.

-  target   levels   of   5%   of   total   emp|o]apent   in   the   public

service/   to   be   met  within  a  5-year  period  on  a  national

O
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basis/   and   a  much  higher  percentage  within  the  Department

of   Indian  Affairs   (for  example/   65%  of   the.   staff  of   the

U.S.   Bureau  of  Indian  Affairs  are  Indian  people).

a

-  federal  projects/   and  other  large   construction  projects/

funded    or    guaranteed    by    federal    funds/    should    have    a

stated   percentage   of    contracts    for    Indian   coritractors
(where  qualified  contractors  exist),  and  a  stated  percent-
age  of  employees   (where  qualified  employees  exist  or  could

be  trained).

(3)     Capital

The  difficulty  of  providing   Indians  with  access   to  capital

has  been  a.barrier  to  economic  development.  for  a  long  tim6'.     The

Indian   Business    toan   Fund,    combined   with    loan   guar-antees   and

grants  and  contributions/  have  been  the  mechanisms  used  by  Indian
Affairs  to  inprove  this  situation.    The  factors  inhibiting  Indian
access   to   development   capital   and   surety   bonding   from   conven-

tional   lending   institutions  are  well-known  and  can  be  summarized

by:

.(a)     legal  prohibitions  against  the  taking  of  col-

lateral  on  reserves/.

(b)     the   lack  of  a  satisfactory  "track  recordll  on
the  part  of  Indian  businessmen,.

(a)     the  high-risk  profile  accorded  to  Indian  ven-
ture,s;
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(a)     the   inability   of   Indian   businessmen   tO  Pro-
vide   an   acceptable   proportion   of   their   own

equity,.

(e)    a    general    reluctance    to    lend    capital    to
Indians,   on  Or  Off  the  reserve/   regardless  Of

circ-tances.

It  is  clear  that  Only  same  Of   these  factors  Can  be  overcome

by  creating  Indian  financial   institutions,   Or  by  using   institu-
tions  such  as  the  Federal  Business  Development  Bank,   that  operate

under   less   stringent   restrictions   for   the   granting  of   business
loans   than   conventional   lending   sources.      The  problem  of   colla-

teral  for  loans/  however/   is  one  that  must  be  dealt  with  by  Bands

in   the   context   of   the   new  powers   they   will   exercise   under   the

band  government  option.     For  example,   bands  could  exercise  their

right   to  pledge   land   and   other  assets   as   collateral   for  loans.
Many   Indians   will   be   concerned   about   the   risks   of   seizure   in-

volved  in  pledging  their  assets.     Even  an  Indian  lending  institu-

tion   is  not  a  magic   cure   for   this   dilemma   because   it  cannot  be

immune   from   business   laws   and   practices   such   as   the   seizure   of

assets   upon   default.      Bands   who   see   a   necessity   for   their   own

high-risk  deve|opmenta|  fund  should  be  prepared  to  allocate  fund-

ing   to   it   and,    under   the   new   system   of   se|fngovernment,    must

accept  both  the  risk  and  the  responsibility  for  results.

Under   the   new   system  of   band   se|fngoverlrment   and   community

planning,  bands  will  have  increasing  control  of,   and  responsibil-
ity   for/    all   program   funds/    their   own   capital   funds   held   in

a
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trust/   and   capital   from  royalties  on  resources   (oil,   gas,  mine-
rals,   etc')'       It   is   very   important,    in   the   various   financing

agreements  accompanying  the  transfer  of  powers,   that  both  the  use

of  and   the  controls   over  the   funds   should   be   such  as   to  afford

maximum  protection  to  the  Indian  people.     Such  provisions  should

be   clearly   spelled   out   and   agreed   to   by   all   parties   to   the
financial  agreement'

Bands   could  elect   to   leave   their  _capital   trust   funds   with

the  Government.     A  preferred  option  may  be  to  choose  a  reputable

and  well-established  financial  institution  to  manage  and  protect
band  deposits.     The  choice  of   institution  need  not  be  restricted
to   chartered   banks'       Some   criteria   useful   in   the   choice   of   a
financial  institution  area.

-  security  of  the  deposit,  as  compared  to  the  pre-

sent  trust  fund  arrangement  with  the  Government,.
-  rate  of  return  on  investment,.

-  special    financial    treatment   afforded    a   large

depositor,.
-  leverage    for   obtaining    additional    development

capital  created  by  the  deposit,.
-  reputation    of    the    institution    in    investment

portfolio  management,.
-  ability   and   willingness   to   advise   on   economic

development   and   to  participate   in   the   training

of  band  staff   in  financial  management.
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The  use  of  capital  flowing   into  band  treasuries  from  royal-

ties  on  Don-renewable  resources,   such  as  oil  and  gas,   is  increas-

ingly   used   to  make   monthly  payments   to   individual   band  members.

while   these   payments.may   meet   a   desperate   need,    every   band   in

this   position   should   realize   that   these   royalties   are   the   re-
sources  for  the  future.     If  a  sufficient  proportion  Of  this  money

is   not  used   in  a  developmental  way  to  provide  a  viable  alterna-

tive   to   the   monthly   pa]xpents/    the   day   will   come   when   both   the

resources   and   the   royalties   are  depleted.     Bands   should  develop

long-range  financial  plans  so  that  there  is  a  clear  understanding
of   future   capital   requirements   for   deve|opmenta|   purposes.      In
addition/   the  capital-rich  bands  should  carefully  consider  using

only   the   interest  on   their  capital  for  individual  pa]quents;   and

using   the   capital   itself   for   investment   and   as   collateral   for
deve|opmenta|   loans.     A  percentage  of   the  capital  should  be  used

for  development  projects  only  where  absolutely  necessary.

Strate Element   4:      Chan e  Mechanism  Within  the  Department

The   change   in   the   role  of   the   Department  will   require   the

creation  of  a  new  capability.     Such  a  capability  will  have  to  be
embodied   in   a   new   organization   in   order   to   give   authoritative

voice   to/   and   visible   evidence   of,   the  political   commitment   by

the  Government  of  Canada/   and  the  Minister  of   Indian  Affairs/   to

the    introduction   of   Indian   self-government   and   community-based

planning  and  development..

E]
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In  order  for  the  new  Organization  tO  be  effective   in  imP|e-

menting  the  above  initiatives/   certain  essential  conditions  must

be  met:

(a)     It  must  have  the  full  support  Of  the  Minister
and  the  Deputy-Minister  of  Indian  Affairs;

(b)     It  must   report  directly   to   the  Minister  and
"   the  Deputy-Minister,.

(c)     The  organization  must  have  direct  and  unc|ut-
tered    lines    of    communication    to    both    the

Minister  and  his  Deputy,.

(a)     It    must    have    the    necessary    commitment    of
staff   and   financial   resources   as   part   of   a

general  plan  and  not  as  ad  hoe  measures,.

(e)     It  should  be  free  of  other  administrative  and

program  responsibilities,.

(f)     The   political   and   administrative   commitment
must  be  firmly  signalled  to  all  levels  of  the
Department  of   Indian   Affairs/   to   other   fed-

era|   government   departments   involved   in   In-
dian  matters/   to  Indian  organizations/  and  to
Bands,.

(g)     It  must  have  an  independent  capacity  to  moni-
tor   progress   and   ensure   adherence   to. folrma-

tive  principles  and  objectives.
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4.        Elements  of  Or anization

4.I     Or anizationa|  Considerations

with   the   conditions   of   effectiveness   specified   above   as   a

guide/  NISEDC  has  considered  three  alternative  organizations  that
might  be  used  to  implement  the  proposed  changes.

Alternative  i:    Existin Structure  of  the  Indian  Pro

The   most   important   question   is.whether   any   existing   group

within  the  Indian  Program  could  or  should  be  expected  not  only  to

spearhead    the    transformation   of    the    Department,    but   also    to

assist  and  coordinate  all  the  other  changes  at  the   level  of  the
band  and   Indian  organizations.     The  staff   in  existing  structures

are   habituated   to  a  mode   of   thought/   and   to   standard   operating

procedures/   particular  to  the  present  administrative  and  control
mode.     The  staff  work  that  would  be  required  to  implement  the  new

approach   is  qua|itative|y  so  different  that,   in  our  opinionJ   it
could   not   be   performed    in    tandem   with    current   administL-atiVe

responsibilities.      Therefore/   it   is. unreasonable   to  expect  that

the    existing    DIAND   organization    can   play    two    such    radically

different  roles  simultaneously.

O
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Alternative  2:     An  Independent  Organization  Responsible. to

the  Minister

In   view   of   the   difficu|ities   foreseen  with   imp|ementation

through   the  existing  structure/   the  alternative.of   imp|ementing
the   new   approach   through   an   independent   organization/    such   as

NISEIt,   which   would   report   directly   to-the   Minister/.   has   some

advantages.

Such   an   independent   organization   could   respond   quickly   to

ai`y   request   or  circumstances/   since   it  would  not  be  hindered   by

many   of   the   operating   constraints   imposed   upon   civil   servants.

It  would   be  much  easier'   for  examp|e'   to  staff   the  organizatiori

with-people  committed   to  the   idea  of   Indian  se|fngovernment  and

community-based   planning.      Moreover/   an   independent  group/   which

has  a  certain  time  limit  on  its  mandate,   would  not  be  encumbered

with    the    vested    interests    and    delays    encountered    within    a
bureaucracy.

This    alternative    also    poses    certain   disadvantages.        An
independent  organization  could   not   simply  be   an   advisory  group;

it   would   need   authority   to   implement   the   new   approach.       This

authority   could,    in   itself,   be   a   source   of   friction   with   the
existing    program    staff.         People    in    the    Department   would   .be

re||lctant   to   see   the   demonstration  projects/   as   implemented   by

the  independent  group/   as  a  model  for  their  own  vrork.     They  might

resent  "competition"  from  an  outside  deve|opmenta|  agency.     Thus/

an  independent  organization  might  have  difficulty  in  establishing

the    necessary    support    services    from    the    field    and    regional

offices  of  the  Indian  Program.
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Moreover,    even   Very   Successful   demonstration   Projects   may

not  win  acceptance  as  models  to  be  followed.      For  the  first  few

years,   while   their  results  may  be  positive   in  laying  deve|opmen-
ta|   foundations/    they   may   be    intangible   insofar   as    immediate

evidence  of  improvement  is  concerned.     Further,  while  an  indepen-

dent   group   could   effectively  assist   community  planning   and   the

implementation  of  special  projects,  eventual  integration  with  the
mainstream  work   of   the   Department  would   be   awkward.       The   value

and   the   continuity   of   lessons   learned  from  experience  could  not
be  transferred  easily  to  the  program  staff.

Alternative   3:     A  New  Or anization Within  the  Department

In  consideration  of, all  the  above  reasons/  we  recommend  that

a   new   organization   be   created   within   the   Department   of   Indian

Affairs   with   the   sole   responsibility   of    imp|ementing   the   new

initiatives  of  band  government  and  community-based  planning.

The  creation  of  the  new  organization  should  not  necessarily

require   a   large   increment   of   human   and   financial   resources   for
its  staff  requirements.   ,I  There  are  many  experienced   and   capable

individuals    in   the   Department   who   could   fo]m   the   core   staff.

There  will,   of  course/   be  a  need  for  appropriate  talent  for  this
new  organization   that   may   not   now  exist   in   the   Department.      It

may  be  possible   to  locate  and  second  such  people   from  elsewhere

within  Government®

In  addition  to  the   new  organization/   there   is   still   great
value   in  having  an  independent  adviser  reporting   to  the  Minister a
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on   the   progress   of   the   new   organization.      This   individual   (or

individuals)   would  assist  and  monitor   the   imp|ementation  of   the

new   policy.        The   arrangement   would   allow   for   objectivity   of
advice    and   .freedom   from   the    pressures    inherent    in'  both    the

bureaucracy   and   in   the   Indian   organizations.      The   link   to   the

Minister  would  be  very  useful  in  view  Of  the  Significant  Changes

to  be  made  within  the  Department  in  the  3-5  year  period  of  tran-

sition®

4.2    Functions  and  Structure  of  the  New  Organization

In  order  to  implement  the  proposals  for  Indian  selfngovern-

ment   and   community-based   planning/    the   new   organization   within
+

the  Department  must  have,   at  a. minimum,   a  capability   for  effec-

tive  performance  in  the  following  four  major  areas:

Function  i..     The   creation   of   consultative   arrangements   and

communication   channels    with    Indian'  bands    and

organizations ;

Function  2:     Strategic  planning   (to   include   introduction  of

Indian  selfngove-ment) ,.

Function  3:     Development   and   testing   of   community   planning

principles  through  demonstration  projects;

Function  4:     Provision   of   advisory   services/   upon   request,

directly   to   Indian   bands   on   every   aspect   of
self-government  and/or  developmental  planning.
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Function  i:     Consultative  and  Cormunication  Arran ements

A  high  priority   for  the   new  Departmental  organizat.ion  will

be   to  work  out  consultative  arrangements  whereby  representatives

of    Indian    communities    can   have  'COntinuOuS    access    tO    the    new

organization   in  a  forum  which   is  conduc.ive   to  the  full  and   free

exchange  of  information/  !land  which  is  effective  in  resolving  the

issues  of  substance  that  will  inevitably  arise.

In  view  of  the  significant  changes  that  will  be  required  in

the    relationships    between    Indian   political    organizations    and
bands/    and    between    bands    and    the    federal    government,     it    is

absolutely  essential  that  the  roles  and  functions  of  all  part.ici-

pants   are   clearly  delineated,   that   sources   of   disagreement   are
brought   to   the   surface,   and   that  procedures   for  resolving   con-
flicts  and  disagreements  are  established.

The  recommendations  of  Qur  report  are  based  On  the  Principle

of  the  freedom  of  choice:     each  band  could  choose  either  to  stay

on  the  present  system  or  to  begin  to  travel  on  the  difficult  road
to  self-determination.      Since  each  band  has  the  right   to  accept

Ior   reject.  any   offending  provision   in   the  overall   set  of   recom-
mendations/   there  should  be  no  cause  for  an  overall  vetoJ   either

by   DIAND  or   by   the   Indian  political   organizations,   on   the  pro-

posals   submitted.       In   any   case/    matters   of   substance   and   of

Procedures  Could  be  WOrked  Out  through  the  consultative  Processes
of  the  new  organization.   ll

a
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Function  2=     Strate ic  P|annin

In  our  understandingJ   Strategic  Planning  iS  the  key  activity

which  stringently  examines  and  re-examines  the  primary  purpose  of

any  organization  and  which  continuously  seeks  more  effective  ways

of  achieving   this  purpose.     Unless  the  day-to-day  operations  of
the    organization    are    directed     and     supported    by     strategic

planning/    the    organization   will    not   be    capable   of    effe_ctive

performance.

This   understanding  of   strategic  planning  does   not  exist  in

the  Indian  Program/  and  recent  Departmental  papers  on  the  subject
I  of  planning  confirm  this  observation.     The'  only  planning  that  is

now  perfo]rmed   is  of  the  type  that  reinforces   the  existing  modus

operandi  of  the  Indian  Program.

If  the  new  organization  is  to  lay  the  foundations  for  funda-
rental   change/   then  solid   strategic  planning  must_  be  one  of   its

most   important   functiorls.        In   the    long    term/    this    strategic

planning  process  will  be  a  permanent  feature  of   the  new  Depart-
mental  system.     In  the  short-term/   the  strategic  planning  effort
should   be   devoted   to   the   requirements  and  problem  areas  associ-

ated   with   Indian   self-government,   community-based   planning/   and

the   availability   of   development  resources.     The  staff  work' that
i

will   be   required   can   be   organized   in   a   variety   of_   ways--task

forces/   specialized   working   groups/   and   so  on.      For  clarity  of

presentation/   we  will  discuss  some  examples  of  planning  activity
in   the   start-up  period  with   reference   to.  a  distinct   task  group
for  each  of  the  above  areas|
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The   first   and  most   important  task  group  must  undertake   the

detailed   planning   for   the   introduction   of   the   se|fngovernment

option   to   bands    on   :  lldemonstration   basis.       This   group   would

develop   in   much   greater   Precision   those    ideas   and   Principles

discussed   in  part  III  of  this  report.     Subsequent|yJ   this  group
would   be    involved    in   actual    imp|ementation.        Because    of    its

central   function/   the  participation   in  the   task- group  of  Indian

people  who  have  personal   knowledge   of,   and   experience   in/   band

government   is   essential.       The   group   will   require   people   with
in-depth   knowledge   of   how   Government   works.      At   a   minimum,    the

task  group  should  be  preoccupied  with..

-  the  design  of  new  rules  governing  the  relationship  between

Government    (Parliament,    DIAND,    and   the   central   agencies)

and  those  bands  who  choose  the  nevi  system  of  selfngovern-

ment,.

-  the   design   of    new   funding    formulas    and    accountabi|ity

mechanisms/.   and,

-  the  development  of   procedures,   information,   and   special-

ized   advice   to  enable   a  smooth   transition  for  bands   from

the  old  to  the  new  system.

It  may'take   three  years

to  Departmental  problems
Indian  self-government.

or  more  to  work  out  effective  so|utions
associated  with  the  proposed  changes  to

O

O
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"  The   second   task   group   in   Strategic   Planning   Will   WOrk   On

resources    for    community I  socio-economic    development.         Several

issues   of   resource   availability   and   mobility   have   already   been
discussed  and   these  suggest  a  general  direction   for  the  groupls

work.     The  point.is  that  if  Indian  Affairs  is  ever  to  change  from

delivering' "packaged  products"  to  providing.bands  with  Mtools  for

deve|opmentw,   serious  and  concentrated  attention  must  be  given  to

the  availability  of   land,   peop|eJ   and   Capital   for  developmenta|

Purposes.

A  third   task  group   in   strategic   planning   should   develop   a

strong     capability     for     applied     research     to     support     band

governments/   DIAND  headquarters   and   field   staff,   with   essential
information   for   planning   and   imp|ementing   the   new   initiatives.

One   of   the   weaknesses    in   the   present    Indian   Program   is    that

research   activities   do   not   appear   to   be   focused   in   support  of

policy  development.      The  new  organization  must  ensure   that   this
does   not.  happen/   and   that  all  research  activity  originates   f£om

questions      related      to      se|fngovernment      and      community--based

planning.       Some   examples   of   the   kind   of   applied   research   that
should  be  erlcouraged  are:

-  an   information   system   for   planning   and   management   which

would  provide  the   Department  with  data  on   the  achievement

of   improvement   in   socio-economic   conditions.      Bands   will

also  need   the  same  kind  of   info]mation   to  evaluate   their

own   perfomnance   with   respect   to   their   plans.       This    is

obviously  different  feedback   information  from  that  needed

primarily   for  budgetary  control/   which   is  the  backbone  of
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the   present   management   information   system   in   the   Indian

Program,.

-  an  overview  of  research  methods  and  the  provision  of  some

examples   ("models")   of  community  profiles  that  bands  could

use   in   developing   their   own   data   on  current  demographic,

social,   physical,ll   and   economic   conditions   on   their   re-

SerVeSJ.

-  a  search  for/   and, review  of,   appropriate   technologies  and

innovative   approaches   to   the.provision   of   services   that
would  be  especially  suitable   for  those   specific   reserves

or   regions   where   community-based  planning   is  being.imple-

mented  on  a  demonstration  basis.

Other  subjects.  for  applied  research  will  emerge   in  the  pro-

cess   of   implementing   the   se|fngovernment   and   community-planning

proposals.       The   point   is   simply   that   research   must   always   be
clearly  focused  on/  and  intimately  related  to/   the  purpose  of  the
new  organization.                  "

a
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Function  3:     beve|opmentind   Testing   pf   Community   P|anni_rI

Principles thlou h  Demonstration  Pro

In   support  of  deVe|OPmenta|  Objectives  there  must  be  a  COre

group   of   people/   within   the   new   Organization,    responsible   for
establishing  the  machinery  necessary  to  implement  conmunity-based

planning  and  development.     This  projects  group  would  have  general
responsibility  for  the  following  functions:

(a)     to  formulate  criteria  and  minimum  guidelines
to    ensure    the    acceptability    of    community

plans,.

(b)     to  institute   the  necessary  financial  and  ad-
ministrative  mechanisms  to  support  community-

based     planning/     including     preparation    of

initial   planning    budgets    and,    at   a    later
stage,  multi-year  budgets  for  the  implementa-

tion  of  community  plans,.

(a)     to  prepare,   and   disseminate   to   bands,   infor-
nation  about  the  new  approach;  and,

(a)     to    select    and    initiate    the    operation    of
demonstration  projects.

Because   this   group   will   become   operational   through   field   imp|e-

mentation    of    demonstration    projects/     it    will    exercise    line
responsibility/    and   will   have   a   parallel   relationship   to   the
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existing   .operations    of    the    Indian    Program    at    regional    and

district  levels.

Demonstration  projects -are  important,  because  they  define  the

general  approach  and  techniques  that  will  be  used  by  the  bepart=.
ment  in  supporting  community-based. planning.     Their  purpose  is  to

g_ive  both  bands  and  the  Department  the  opportunity  to  learn  from

practical  experience.     They  allow  certain  precedents  to.develop/
oh   the   basis  of   which  other   Indian   communities   can  more   confi-

dently  develop  and  implement  their  own  plans.

A  number  of  demonstration  projects  should  be  started  by  the
I  new   organization   over    the    next    three    to    five   years.        These

projects  should  vary  in  scope  and  nature  but  the  sample  should  be
representative/   in   broad" terms/   of   bands   in   certain   stages   of
development,   and  with -different  levels  of  resources.     The  sample

could   include   both   individual   communities   and   regional   clusters

of   communities.       Band   participation   in   demonstration   projects

should  be  actively  encouraged.     Once  a  band  expresses  an  interest

in  participating  in  the   community  planning  approach,   an   initial
screening   and   assistance  ,process   would   begin.      some   examples  of

possible  criteria  that  might  be  flexibly  applied  in  the  selection
of  communities  are:

-  the   relative   degree,of   need   due   to  particularly   adverse

social  and  economic  conditions,.

-  the  development  potential  of  the  reserve/.

a
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-  the  capability  of  the  Chief  and  Band  Council;

-  the  desire  of  the  community  to  participate  in  the  develop-

ment  of  a  plan,.

-  the  level  of  motivation  and  capability  of   individual  mem=

bers  of  the  community.

As   communities   are   selected   for   demonstration   Situations/

the   projects   group   would   work   closely   with   them   to.define   the

planning  process,   draft  planning  budgets,   and   search   for  short-
term  and   long-te]rm  funding.      To  avoid  delays,   it  will   be   neces-

sary  for  the   Department   to  provide   the   total   resources   for   the

planning    process     and     for     imp|ementing     the    conmunity    plan.
Neither  the  band  nor  the  new  organization  will  have   the  ability

to   coordinate   effectively   funds   from  other  government  agencies.
For   example/   other   efforts   at   community-based   planning   through

such   programs   as   Manpowerls   Community   Einp|oyment   Strategy   have

not  been  very  successful.     The  method  of  providing  planning  funds

as    seed-money/    and    then    tapping    into    the   programs    of    other

government  departments   for   imp|ementation  funding,   is   not  work-
able  in practice.

I

Once   a   band   agrees    to   accept   funding   on   the   basis   of   a

community  development  plan/   it  would  sign  a  mu|ti-year  financial

agreement,   with   provisions   for   annual   review/   with   the   Depart-

ment.        The    agreement   would    spell    out    in   detail    the    funding

formula/    the    terms   and   conditions   of   pa]quent,    the   methods   of

financial   control/    and   the   standards   by   which   ilnprovements   in
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conditions  are  to  be  judged.     All  these  matters  would  be  subject

to  mutual  agreement  by  the  band  and  Government.

With   the   financial   agreement    in   Place/    the   band   Would   nO

longer    "automatically"    receive    programs    from    the    Department,

unless   it   specifically   decided   to   "purchase"   Departmental   pro-

grams  and  services.     The  band  could  request,  at  any  time,   Depart-
mental  support  in  negotiations  with  other  federal  departments  and

provincial   governments   on   land   and   resource   issues   or   related
claims.      At   the   end   of   each   year/    the  performance   of   the   band

would  be  reviewed  in  accordance  with  the  objectives  of  the  plan.

The  demonstration  projects  group  should  be  prepared  to  assist  the

band,   if   requested,   in  modifying   the   plan   for   subsequent  years

or/.    in    cases    of    violation    of    the    agreement,    te]rminate    the

projest.

Function  4: Development  Advisory  Service

Across   Canada,   large  sums  of  money  are  expended   for  consul-

tants  on  "Indian  problems"  whose  work,   for  many  reasons/   is  often

of   limited   value.      There   is  much   duplication   of   effort   because

coordination   within   Indian   Affairs   and   among   bands   to   exchange

such    information    is    virtually   non-existent.        In   many    cases/

Indian   bands   pay   for   the   learning  experience  of   the  consultants

without.ensuring  that  the  expertise  gained  at  their  expense  will
have    some    continuity   of   lapplication   and/or   transfer   to   other

situationsI

a
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It   is   essential,   therefore/   that   in   the   imP|ementatiOn  Of

our   recolrmendatiOnS/    the   Department   create   an   advisory   Service

for  bands  that  would  overcome  many  of  the  foregoing  deficiencies.

The  recormended  new  Organization  Should  actively  Search   for/   and

recruit,   creative   people   who  have   a   demonstrated   capability   in
national   or   international   development   work   at   the   grass   roots
level.      These   persons   Should   be   brought   together   in   a   kind   Of
"development   Advisory   Service"   which   would   be   quasi-autonomous

from  Government/   and  which  would   operate   in  a  manner  Similar   tO

the    internal    "Management    Consulting    Services"    of    the    federal

bureaucracy.

Since   it  would  be  optional  for  bands  to  utilize   the   finan-
cial/    managerial/    technical/    and   planning    services    that   this

group   would   be   able   to  provide/   the   future   of   the   "Development
Advisory   Service"   would   depend   upon   the  quality  and   the   cost  of

its   services/   compared   with   other   sources.      As   the   new   system

takes  hold  and  the  demands  for  advisory  services   increase/   it  is

likely  that  the  most  effective  and  economic  way  of  meeting   these

demands  would  be  for  groups  of  bands  to  set  up  their  own  advisory

services   in  each  region.    ,we  feel  that  the   "beJelopment  Advisory

Service"  that  is  set  up  in  Ottawa  should  recruit,  wherever  possi-

ble/   Indian  people  who  are  qualified  in  deve|opmenta|  work.     This

would  increase  the  opportunities  for  professional  development  for
Indian  people   (which  are  now  limited  to  Indian  political  organi-

zations    or    individual    economic    enterprises)/    and    would    also

develop   a   core   group   of   highly   skilled   Indian  professionals   to
staff  the  regional  advisory  services.
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5.      Process  Considerations

This   report   is   fOCuSed   On   the   issues   Of   Indian   gove-ment

and  socio-economic  development.     It  is  not  surprising/   thereforep

that  our  recormendations   are   almost   exclusively   substantive   in
nature/   in  respect  of  the llpolicy  and  structural  changes  required
to  address  the  identified  problems.     However/  we  wish  to  conclude

with  several  observations  on  the  evaluation  process  that  could  be -,
followed    if    the    substantive    recommendations    were    to   ,receive

consideration  with  a  view  to  eventual  imp|ementation.

The  major  difficulty  in  breaking  new  ground  in  policy  devel-

opment  for  Indian  people  has  been/  and  still  is/   the  demonstrated
inability  of  Government  and  the  NIB  to  work  together  to  realize

their  common  and  agreed  upon  objectives.

Recent  Government  commitments  on  the  participation  of  Indian

people     in    constitutional    discussions/     and    on.  the    proposed  -
revisions   to  the   Indian  Act,   are  encouraging. These.may  be   the

signs   of   a   changing   climate   in   constructive   Indian/Government

relationships.      Both   constitutional   and   Indian  Act   discussions

are   key  processes   for   the   attainment  of   Indian   self-government
and   community-based   development.       It   is   logical   and   desirable

that  this  report  should  belldiscussed  and  viewed  in  the  context  of.

these  processes.

We   have   tried   to   indicate   throughout   the   report   that   the
"Gordian  knotw  of  Indian  underdeve|opment  is  not  just  "a  problem"

caused   by   the   Department  of   Indian  Affairs.      The   stark   reality

O
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of  present  conditions  on  Indian `reserves  encompasses  many  depart-

ments    and    the    central    agencies    of    the    federal    government.

Indeed,   the  Minister  of  Indian  Affairs,   on  his  own,  does  not  have

the  authority  to  implement  many  of  our  recormendations.   . Provin-

cial   governments   and   Indian   organizations   are   also  Part.  Of   the

problem.      Therefore,   they   should   also  be  Part   Of   the   SO|utiOn.
we   strongly  recommend  that  the  contents  of  this  report  be  shared
widely  and  discussed  freely  so  that  the  pitfalls  of  too  narrow  a

process    for    the    consideration   of    our    recommendations    can    be
avoided.

In   the   final   analysis/    it   is   the   Indian   bands   that   will

shape   the  outcome  of  all   the   discussions   on   the   recommendations

of   this   report.      They  will  decide  whether  or  not  we  have  stated

the   problem   in   a   way   that   mirrors   their   own   experience.       They

will  decide  whether  or  not  we  have   interpreted  their  aspirations
in  a'way  that  reflects  their  own  conception  of  a  better  future.

In  order  to  let  the  bands  speak  for  themselves/   we  have  sent  all

of   them  a   copy  of   this   report.      In   view  of   the   dissolution   of

NISEac,   we   emphatically   recommend   that   a   process   for   obtaining

band   reactions    and    clarifying    their   questions    be   established

within  a  month  after  the  report  is  released.     The  mechanics  of  an

acceptable  process  are  for  Government  and  the  NIB  to  dete]rmine.

The    development   of    Indian    communities    will    be    a   complex

evolutionary   process/    spanning   several   decades.       There   is   much

that   the   Government   of   Canada/    the   Department/    and   the   Indian

organizations     can    do     to     re-shape     policies     and     to     cre;te

supportive   conditions   for   development.      However..   it   is   only   the
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Indian.People   Who  Can  Create   a   future   by   their  own   imagination,

determination/   and   effort.      our   recommendations   for   the   autho-

rity/   responsibility,   and  'resources  to  get  on  with  this   task  do
nothing  more   than  strengthen  their  plea -for  justice   --

what  is  one's  own.

to  have
3`
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Chief:

®

O

a

O

EPILrmE

I've   read   Mr.   Beaverls   report  and   I   have   some  ques-
tions  for  you/  Mr.   Minister.     Are  his  reconmendations
going   to   lead   to  some  kind  of   a   new  program   in   the
Department?

Minister:       Not  exactly.      Mro   Beaver  has  recommended  a   change   in
the   role  of   Indian  Affairs  over  the  -next  five  years
to   support   and   assist   se|fngovernment   and   community
based  development.

Chief: Will  this  be  different  from  the  current  local  govern-
ment'  program?

Minister:       .It  goes  far  beyond  the  current  local  government  pro-
gram  in  two  ways:     First,   it  is  based  on  an  entirely

Chief:

different   concept  of   the   powers   and   authorities   of
band   governments- than  are  presently  contained   in  the
Indian  Act.     Second,   it  does  not  assume  that  the  Sole
requirement  of  self-determination  is  the  transfer  of
administrative   control   of   Departmental   programs   to
bands.        The    self-government    idea    is    based   on   the
assumption  ,that   bands   will   wish   to.  exercise   their
powers    in   ways    that   will   be   unique    to   their   own
aspirations.

Well/    what    does    self-government    have    to    do    with
community-based  development?

Minister:       Everything.      The   exercise   of   a  full   range  of  powers
within  a  revised   legislative   framework  will   finally
give    bands    the   opportunity    to   design   and   operate
their  own  programs   for   social   and   economic   develop-
ment.

Chief: 1that  effect  would  these  new  ideas  have  on  the  Depart-
mental  programs  we  are  currently  administering?

Minister:       Bands   will   have   the   option   of   retaining   those   pro-
grams  if  they  wish,   but  they  will  also  be  free  to  use
the  same  financial  resources  in  programs  of  their  own
design.
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Chief: How  do  you  expect  bands   tO  Start  designing  their  own
programs  after years  of  relying  on  Indian  Affairs?

Minister:       Well/     the    Department    has    recognized    the    need    to
assist   communities   to   become   less   dependent   on   the
government   for   all   kinds   of   services.      We   have   ex-
pressed    this    in   our    Program    Forecast    objectives.
However/    We   Seem   tO   have   great   difficulty   Changing
the    bureaucracy    from    the    old    Way    of   `contro||ingl'-.
almost  every  aspect  of  Indian  life.

Mr.    Beaver    is    recommending   to   us   an   entirely   new
organization/   and  a  new  method  within  the  Department
of  Indian  Affairs,  to  put'into  practice  our  own  objec-
tives|

For  example,   we  should  now  have  the  capacity  to  pro-
vide   advisory   services   of   all   kinds   to   help   bands
with   community   planning   iud   development.       Al-terna-
tive|y/   bands   may   wish   to  purchase   the   advice   they
need  from  other  sources.                          ------

Chief.. lthere  do  you  see  all  this  leading  to  in  the  future?

Minister:      -I  would  hope  that  this  process  would  lead  to  a  radi-
Gal   change   of   the   Department   --   in   its   size/    its
structure/   its  inission.     I  foresee  a  scaling  down  of
the   Department   as   we   now  know   it,   and   new  relation-
ships  and  arrangements  arising  between  Indian  people/
governments/   aha  Canadian  society.     I  anticipate  the
emergence  of   Indian  social  and  economid   institutions
which  will   replace  much  of   the  existing  machinery  of
the  department.

Chief: It  sounds  good,  but  I  wonder  whether  this  is  not  just
another   attempt   to   introduce   the   ideas   behind   the
|969  White  Paper.     Is  this  not  just  a  way  for  you  to
get  out  of  your  special  obligations  and  relationship
to  Indians?

Minister:       On  the  contrary/   itls   the  best  way  that  I   can  think
of   for  me   to  carry  out  those  obligations.      It  seems
to me  th'at  the  proposed  approach,  far  from  advocating
the   end  of   special   status,   proposes.  to  use  the  spe-
cia|    relationship   between   Indians   and  .the    I,edera|
Government    to    achieve    self-sufficiency    in    Indian
cortununities I

a
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Chief.. what    about    the    funding   of    this    new   form   of    band
government?     Are  we  still, going  to  have  to  negotiate
budgets   each  year/   and   answer   to  Indian  Affairs  for
each  and  every  penny  that  we  spend?

®

1

O

Minister:       The   funding   questions   Will   undoubtedly   be   the   most
difficult  to  worko out.     They  will  be  complex  and  will
involve    the    consideration   of    quite    new    financial
arrangements  which  haven't  yet  been  fully  developed.

I   would   expect   that   the   funding   Of   band  governments
would  take  place  on  a  mu|ti-year  basis/   in  some  form
of  block  grant  which  is  tied  to  the  size  of  the  band,
the   availability   of   local   resources/   the   range   of
powers   that   they   choo:e   to  exercise/   and.the  nature
and   scope   of   the   development   plans   that   they   put
forward.

The   accountability  of   band   governments   with   respect
to   these   funds   will   be   twofold.      On   the   one   hand/
they   will    be    accountable    to   band   members    through
mechanisms   established   by   bands   in   their   constitu-
tions.     On  the  other/  they  will  be  accountable  to  the
Federal  Government  for  the  achievement  of  the  objec-
tives  contained  in  their  development  plans.

This   concept   of   accountabi|ity   for  results   achieved
is  quite  different  from present  practice  based  on  the
control   over   the   way   funds   are   spent,   rather   than
aver  what  these  funds  produce.

Chief: Does    that   mean   that   we   will   have   a   free   hand    in
spending  the  funds  that  come  from  government?

Minister:       Yes/    although   there   will   obviously   have   to   be   some
form  of   agreement   between   a   band   and   the   Department
that     certain     standards     of     inprovement    will     be
achieved,  or  that  certain  principles  will  be  observed
in  the  operation  of  band  programs.

Chief: But  doesn't  this  mean  that  Indian  Affairs  will  simply
have   a   different   control   mechanism   over  us/   that  we
will  be  allowed  to  spend  money  only  if  we  agree  with
your  idea  of  a  "good"  program?

Minister:       We  will   have   to  make   sure   that  the   system  we  set
place  prevents  that.     what  I  think  is  more  likely
happen   is   that   the   Department   will   expect   bands 3n::
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propose    their   own   standards    and    to    tell   us   what
results   they   want   to   achieve.      The   Department   will
now  have   to  see  things  from  an  Indian  point  of  view.
This   is   not   goirig   tO.  be   easy/    because   the   lack   Of
understanding   of   Indian   culture   and   Indian   conmuni-
ties  has  been  an  historic  source  of  frustration  for
both  Indian  people  and  the  Department.

Chief.. Mr.   Minister/   I  would   like  to  believe   that  Mr.   Bea-
ver's     recommendations     can     bring     about     positive
changes/    but   I   have   heard   of   many   other   proposals
that  were  supposed  to  do  the  same  thingo

Minister:       One  way  that  this   is  different   is   that  we   recognize
that  we  don't  have  all  the  answersJ   and  =O  what  We're
doing   is   setting  up  a  process   to  find   them  out/   to
test  our  principles  and  to  carry  them  into  practice.

My  understanding  is  that  the  recormended. organization
within  the  Department  would  do  at  least  three  things=
First/   it   would   do   strategic   planning   --   it   would
identify   all   the   options   available   to   provide   re-
sources    to    bands/    and    it    would    ensure    that    the
objectives   of   the   Department   would   be   continuously
reviewed  so  that  the  new  organization  stayed  on   its
Proper  course.  .-   I

Second,   the  new  organization  would  set  up- demonstra-
tion  projects  with  communities   to  try  out  approaches
to  community  planning  and  socio-economi,a  development,
and  test  different  ways  of  getting  the  resources  out
to  bands®

Third,    the   new   organization   would   provide   advisory
services   to  bands/   upon  their  request,   on  any   issue
of    self-government   or   development   planning.       This
will   assist   in   the   process   of   transition   from   the
existing  to  the  new  system.

Chief : How  useful  are  these  demonstration  projects  going  to
be  to  bands?

Minister..       Well/   these  projects  should  show  the  communities  that
they  can   in  fact,define  their  oml  SO|utiOnS  to  thei-I
own  problems  and  that  the  Department  would  help   them
in   this   task.      As   the  projects  develop/   coinmuniti-es
would   learn    from   them   and   give   evidence   of    their
ability'to  plan  for  their  own  future.
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Chief:

I
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Demonstration  projects   would   also   Provide   an  OPPOr-
tunity  for  the  participation  of  other  federal  govern-
ment    departments    and/or   provincial    governments    in
areas  where  they  have  a  keen  interest  and  can  make  a
contribution;

well/   supposing   the   Department   accepts   Mr.    Beaverls
recommendations,  do  you  think  the  rest  of  the  Govern-
ment  will  agree  to  them  as  well?

Ministers       Everything  depends  on  the  political  Will  Of  the  Cabi-
net.      Mr.   Beaver's   recormendations   are   very  much   in
line  with   the  Conservative  Party's  policy  on  native
peoples.      In   this   time   of   financial   restraint/   the
Government  will   surely  want  to  see   that  each  dollar
of  public  funds  produces  the  greatest  possible`  bene-
fit  to  Indian  people.

Chief: How  long  will   it   take   before  all   the   bands   can  get
some  benefit  out  of  this?

Minister:      A  three-year  period  should  be  sufficient  to  test  out
the   basic  principles   through  demonstration  projects.
That   means   the   Department   wolild   be   ready   to   extend
the   new   approach   to   some   bands   imnediate|y/   and   to
all  bands  within  three  to  five  years.    We  expect  that
bands  will  opt  into  the  new  system  at  their  own  pace.
No   band   will   be   forced   to   change   from   the   present
arrangement  if  it  does  not  choose  to  do  so.

Chief.. How   can   you   be   sure   that.  this   new   effort   won't   be
undermined  by  the  bureaucracy?

Minister:       Some   people    in   the   Department   may   not   be   able    to
adapt   to   the   changes   that   are   necessa]ry.       Perhaps
this  is  another  reason  why  Mr.   Beaver  feels  we  need  a
new  organization  that  is  conducive  to  change  and  that
rewards   creativity.       I   would   hope   that   the   strong
commitment  of  the  Minister  and  Deputy  Minister  to  the
required    changes    will    be     insurance    against    any
undermining   of   the   spirit  and   the   intent  of   the  new
effort.

Chief: Mr.   Minister/   do  you   intend   to   support  Mr.   Beaver's
recommendations  before  Cabinet....?
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